
,.

$230,  subdivision 10, paragraph (h) of the New York
State Public Health Law.

Five days after receipt of this Order, you will be required to deliver to the Board of
Professional Medical Conduct your license to practice medicine if said license has been revoked,
annulled, suspended or surrendered, together with the registration certificate. Delivery shall be
by either certified mail or in person to:

Office of Professional Medical Conduct
New York State Department of Health
Empire State Plaza
Corning Tower, Room 438
Albany, New York 12237

& Huber
3400 Marine Midland Center
Buffalo, New York 14203

RE: In the Matter of John H. Park, M.D.

Dear Mr. Roe, Dr. Park, Ms. McDougall and Mr. Sedita:

Enclosed please find the Determination and Order (No. 94-24R) of the Professional
Medical Conduct Administrative Review Board in the above referenced matter. This
Determination and Order shah be deemed effective upon receipt or seven (7) days after mailing
by certified mail as per the provisions of 

- Room 2438
Albany, New York 12237

John H. Park, M.D.
322 West 57th Street, Apt. 34E
New York, NY 14221

Lisa McDougall, Esq.
Joseph V. Sedita, Esq.
Phillips, Lytle, Hitchcock, Blame 

, Esq.
NYS Department of Health
Bureau of Professional Medical Conduct
Empire State Plaza
Corning Tower 

REOUESTJZD

Kevin Roe 

- RETURN RECEIPT 

DeBuono,  M.D., M.P.H.
Commissioner

September 23, 1996

CERTIFIED MAIL 

STATE OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Coming Tower The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza Albany, New York 12237

Barbara A. 



Ty&ne T. Butler, Director
Bureau of Adjudication

TTB rlw

Enclosure

$230-c(5)].

Sincerely,

[PHL 

If your license or registration certificate is lost, misplaced or its whereabouts is otherwise
unknown, you shall submit an affidavit to that effect. If subsequently you locate the requested
items, they must then be delivered to the Office of Professional Medical Conduct in the manner
noted above.

This exhausts all administrative remedies in this matter 



KEVTN  C. ROE, ESQ., Associate Counsel, represented the New York State Department of

Health (Petitioner).

& Huber) represented the Respondent.Blame 

Lytle,  Hitchcock,

HORAN served as the Board’s Administrative Office

and drafted this Determination.

LISA MCDOUGALL, ESQ. and JOSEPH V. SEDITA, ESQ. (Philips, 

(PPEP) and we vote to place the Respondent on probation for thre

years following the retraining.

Administrative Law Judge JAMES F. 

Physicia

Prescribed Education Program 

Th’

Board orders the Respondent to undergo retraining under a program recommended by the 

ant

WILLIAM A. STEWART, M.D. took part in the review and reached this Determination. 

M.D. SINNOTT,  

BRTBER

SUMNER SHAPIRO, WINSTON S. PRICE, M.D., EDWARD C. 

M. 

U

PARK, M.D. (Respondent) for professional misconduct, Board Members ROBERT 

ani

August 23, 1996 to reconsider the penalty which we assessed against the Respondent JOHN 

1996  

Xdministratl\,

Review Board for Professional Medical Conduct (Board) held deliberations on July 19, 

1995) the 2d_ 635 NYS 2d 353 (Third Dept. _AD , 

ye\’

York State Dent. of Health

from the Appellate Division for the Third Department, Park v 

I

Pursuant to the Order 

c

_I

: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW BOARD FOR
PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL CONDUCT

IN THE MATTER

OF

JOHN H. PARK, M.D.

DETERMINATION

FOLLOWING

REMAND

ARB-94-24R

STATE OF NEW YORK



r+ting to care for Patients A and E and sustained no charges

alleging negligence on more than one occasion, gross negligence or gross incompetence.

2

(&nmittee  sustained no charges 

left eye.

The 

- improperly diagnosing a cataract in Patient B’s right eye;

ordering an ultrasound test for Patient C without medical justification; and

failing to refer Patient D to a specialist or to obtain a culture and administer antibiotic
therapy to treat a possible infection of Patient D’s 

§6530(28).  The Committee imposed no penalty for that violation.

The Committee also determined that the Respondent had practiced with incompetence on more than

one occasion for:

Educ. L. 

10)(c), with Administrative Law Judge LARRY G. STORCH serving as the Committee’s

Administrative Officer. The Committee determined that the Respondent had failed to make Patient

A’s record available with respect to an inquiry about the Respondent’s conduct in caring for that

patient, in violation of 

§230( 

Pub.H.L.ARTETUR  H. DUBE, M.D. conducted a hearing on the Charges, pursuant to 

LARUE  WILEY, M.D., (Chair), REV. EDWARD

J. HAYES and 

§6530(8)).

The incompetence and negligence charges involved the Respondent’s care for five patients, whom the

record refers to as Patients A through E, to protect the patient’s privacy. ‘The charge that the

Respondent failed to make available a medical record related to the record for Patient A.

A three member BPMC Committee, J. 

- failing to make available relevant records with respect to an inquiry about his
professional conduct (Educ. L. 

~%%$fi;  and
medicine with incompetence on more than one occasion (Educ. L._

§6530(3));

§6530(6));

practicing with negligence on more than one occasion (Educ. L. 

§6530(4));

practicing medicine with gross incompetence (Educ. L. 

_ practicing medicine with gross negligence (Educ. L. 

Supp 1996) by(McKinney’s  $6530  ofNew York Education Law (Educ. L.) 

§230(7), the Petitioner filed a Statement of Charges with

the State Board for Professional Medical Conduct (BPMC) alleging that the Respondent committed

misconduct in violation 

Pub.H.L.  

THE CASE TO THIS POINT

In a proceeding pursuant to 



tC

3

charges related to recommending, scheduling or performing surgery and that no sustained relating  

charge:finding that the BPMC proceedings exonerated the Respondent of all performing surgery, 

fion

the

Respondent. The Appellate Division annulled the Board’s Determination to bar the Respondent 

fine against (%lO,OOO.OO)  

As

record available, The Court also sustained the Ten Thousand Dollar 

fine. The Board also limited the

Respondent’s license to bar him from performing surgery and ordered that the Respondent still

undergo a PPEP evaluation to determine whether the Respondent could practice general medicine

with retraining. The Board placed the Respondent on probation during the evaluation and any

retraining and for three years thereafter.

Upon reviewing the case pursuant to the Respondent’s Motion under New York Civil Practice

Law and Rules Article 78, the Appellate Division sustained the Board’s Determination that the

Respondent practiced with incompetence on more than one occasion and failed to make Patient 

from the Committee’s Determination. Upon

reviewing the Determination, the Board sustained the Committee’s Determination that the Respondent

practiced with incompetence on more than one occasion in treating Patients B, C and D and the Board

sustained the Determination that the Respondent failed to make Patient A’s record available. The

Board overturned the Committee’s penalty Determination. The Board found that by failing to impose

a penalty for the Respondent’s refusal to provide Patient A’s records, the Committee excused the

violation. The Board imposed a Ten Thousand Dollar ($lO,OOO.OO) 

$230-c(4)(a),

requesting that the Board review and overturn portions 

Pub.H.L. 

of

rehabilitation.

Both the Respondent and Petitioner then filed Notices pursuant to 

capable 

they

noted that they believed the Respondent possessed basic medical skills and was 

but findings, 

any

evaluation and retraining under PPEP supervision. The Committee concluded that the Respondent’

demonstrated deficiencies in his ability to assess properly and to interpret clinical 

The Committee voted to suspend the Respondent’s medical license, stayed the suspension and

placed the Respondent on probation. The probation required that the Respondent undergo 



July

5, 1996. . .

4

docunent. The Board received the Respondent’s reply on fhal PPEP Evaluation ieceived the 

tie reply briefs so they could clarify whether the Respondent

had 

to the Board’s original Determination in this case. The Board then received the

Petitioner’s brief on May 13, 1996 and the Petitioner’s brief on May 15, 1996. On May 8, 1996, the

parties’ received an extension in time to 

from the Phase I PPEP Evaluation, which the Respondent had

undergone pursuant 

filing briefs by thirty days, at the parties’ joint request, because the parties

expected to receive the results 

Regents (supra). Our Administrative Officer

extended the period for 

from

receiving that letter to submit briefs to the Board, concerning the appropriate penalty in this case. The

Board asked that both parties address the Respondent’s current license status in light of the Third

Department decision upholding the penalty in Park v. 

from our Administrative Officer, that the parties would have thirty days 

remittur order, the Board advised the parties, through

a March 14, 1996 letter 

from the Respondent’s treatment for five patients. The Court also

sustained the Regent’s penalty, which suspended the Respondent’s license for five years, with four

years stayed, on condition that the Respondent obtain retraining in the indications for

ophthalmological surgery.

THE PROCEEDINGS AND ISSUES ON REMITTUR

Upon reviewing the Appellate Division’s 

Cu-t

affirmed the Regent’s Determination that the Respondent had practiced with gross negligence and

gross incompetence stemming 

1995), the 2d, 634 NYS 2d 896 (Third Dept. -AD 

10-a(4). In that other

decision Park v. Board of Regents,

$65 Educ.  L. 

the recommendation of, or performance of surgery The Court found no basis in the record to support

the Board’s conclusion that the Respondent incorrect cataract diagnosis for Patient B would have led

to unnecessary surgery. The Court then remitted the case to the Board to reconsider an appropriate

penalty

On the same day as the Third Department rendered their decision on the Board’s Determination

in this case, the Court rendered a decision on an earlier BPMC disciplinary proceeding, which resulted

in a Determination by the State Board of Regents, under the former 



shall  be based

upon a majority concurrence of the Review Board.

5

$230-c(4)(c)  provides that the Review Board’s Determinations Pub.H.L. 

further

consideration. 

$230-c(4)(b) permits the Board to remand a case to the Committee for 

!230-a.

Pub.H.L. 

enalty is appropriate and within the scope of penalties
permitted by PHL

_ whether or not the

- whether or not a hearing committee determination and penalty are
consistent with the hearing committee’s findings of fact and conclusions
of law; and

$230-c(4)(b)  authorize the Board to review

determinations by hearing committees for professional medical conduct and to decide:

$230-c(l) and $230(10)(i),  Pub.H.L. 

this  case, because the prior findings demonstrate that the

Respondent’s incompetent treatment for Patients B, C and D was comprised in part in a long term and

pervasive substandard care pattern. The Petitioner also submitted background documents from the

PPEP Evaluation and asked that the Board reject the PPEP Evaluation finding that the Respondent

could participate in a retraining program, The Petitioner asks that the Board revoke the Respondent’s

New York medical license.

In replying to the Petitioner’s brief, the Respondent characterizes the Petitioner’s request for

revocation as irrational. The Respondent contends that the Third Department has already found the

Boards limitation on surgery to be severe, at the same time that the third Department sustained the

Regent’s penalty in the prior case. The Respondent urges that the Board approve the PPEP II

Educational Program.

THE BOARD’S REVIEW AUTHORITY

the remaining sanction against the

Respondent to the Phase I PPEP Evaluation and Phase II Retraining, because the PPEP Evaluation

recommended the Respondent for a retraining program involving course work and a fellowship

program and because the Respondent is willing and ready to commence the Phase II retraining,

The Petitioner argues that the Board should consider the prior Regents action against the

Respondent when considering a penalty in 

The Respondent’s brief proposes that the Board limit 



.ippendix  I.

6

a: 

agre

with the Respondent’s contention that, if the Third Department would not sustain a license limitatior

the Court will not accept a more severe penalty.

The Board determines that the Respondent shall undergo the Phase II Retraining prograr

which the PPEP Phase I Evaluation has recommended. The Respondent shall be on probation durin

the Phase II retraining. At such time as the Respondent completes the Phase II Retraining, he sha

be on probation for three additional years, under the terms which the Committee imposed in their

Determination and which we attach 

th’

Respondent’s practice and assure protection for the public health.

The Board rejects the Petitioner’s request that we revoke the Respondent’s license. We 

remediatiol

which the Respondent has undergone under the Regent’s Order will correct the deficiencies in 

combinec

with the fine sustained from our earlier Determination, and with the suspension and 

thl

appropriate penalty to address that substandard care. The Board finds that this sanction, 

Committel

had originally imposed for the Respondent’s incompetent care for Patients B through D, as 

I
The Board votes 5-O to accept the retraining and probation penalty that the Hearing 

t

issues and on the fine, we limit this review to finding the appropriate penalty to address th

substandard care which the Respondent provided to Patients B through D.

e

fat

th’

Respondent’s reply brief As the Third Department has sustained our prior determination on 

ir

Park v Department of Health (supra) and Park v. Regents (supra), the parties’ briefs and 

from this proceeding, the Third Department’s decisions 

LEXIS 12692 (Third Dept. 1995).

THE BOARD’S DETERMINATION

The Board has reviewed the record 

N.Y

App. Div. 

2d_ 634 NYS 2d 856, 1995 -AD 1994) and in deciding credibility issues, Matter of Miniellv

1993)  ir

determining guilt on the charges, Matter of Spartalis 205 AD 2d 940, 613 NYS 2d 759 (Third Dept

NYS 2d 381 (Third Dept. Bogdan  195 AD 2d 86, 606 

The Board has the authority to substitute our judgement for that of the Hearing Committee

in deciding upon a penalty Matter of 



MODJFIES our prior Determination in this matter (ARB 94-24) as we discuss

this Determination.

ROBERT M. BRIBER

SUMNER SHAPIRO

WINSTON S. PRICE, M.D.

EDWARD SINNOTT, M.D.

WILLIAM A. STEWART, M.D.

ORDER

NOW, based upon this Determination, the Review Board issues the following ORDER:

The Board 



7(9

,Medical  Conduct, concurs in the Deter-ination and Order in the Matter of Dr. Park.

DATED: Schenectady, New York

, 1996

-MATTER  OF JOHN H. PARK, M.D.

ROBERT M. BRIBER, a member of the Administrative Review Board for Professiona

IN THE 



+ 19964 

Xew York

Dr Park.

DATED: Deimar, 

0: \la:ter KI the lnd Order Determinarlon  in the %1echcal Conduct, concurs 

Review Board for Professionalridministrative  of the member SCMNER  SHAPIRO, a 

JOHX H. PARK, M.D.!tZ4TTIiR OF IS THE 



, 1996g jk_pi’ 

WINSTON S. PRICE, M.D.

IN THE MATTER OF JOHN H. PARK, M.D.

WINSTON S. PRICE, M.D., a member of the Administrative Review Board for Professional

Medical Conduct, concurs in the Determination and Order in the Matter of Dr. Park.

DATED: Brooklyn, New York



*.

11

’

fo

Professional Medical Conduct, concurs in the Determination and Order in the Matter of Dr. Park

EDWARD C. SNNOTT, M.D.

M.D., a member of the Xdministrative Review Board SXNNOTT, 

H. PARK, M.D.

EDWARD C. 

JOHIN XATTER OF IN THE 



.

12

. 

, 1996

WILLIAM A. STEWART, M.D.

/+ 

IN THE MATTER OF JOHN H. PARK, M.D.

WILLIAM A. STEWART, M.D., a member of the Administrative Review Board fo.

Professional Medical Conduct, concurs in the Determination and Order in the Matter of Dr. Park.

DATED: Syracuse, New York



(PPEP) of the Department of Family Medicine, SUNY Health

Science Center

13

shah complete the Phase II Retraining, as recommended by the Physician’

Educational Program 

outsick

New York.

Dr. Park’s probation shall be supervised by the Office of Professional Medical Conduct.

Dr. Park

Prescribed

the

probationary period, which shall be extended by the length of residency or practice 

the

address indicated above, by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, of the date!

of his departure and return. Periods of residency or practice outside New York shall toll 

Par1

shall notify the Director of the Office of Professional Medical Conduct in writing at 

govern@

the practice of medicine in New York State.

Dr. Park shall submit prompt written notification to the Board addressed to the Director

Office of Professional Medical Conduct, regarding any change in employment, practice

residence or telephone number, within or without New York State.

In the event that Dr. Park leaves New York to reside or practice outside the State, Dr. 

ant

by his profession.

Dr Park shall comply with all federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations 

law Molly  to the moral and professional standards of conduct imposed by 

ant

shall conform 

II

TERMS OF PROBATION

Dr Park shall conduct himself in all ways in a manner befitting his professional status, 

APPENDIX 



Conduc

at the address indicated above.

1

Medical Conduct.

Dr. Park shall submit quarterly declarations, under penalty of perjury, stating whether or no

there has been compliance with all terms of probation and, if not, the specifics of such non

compliance. These shall be sent to the Director of the Office of Professional Medical 

Nev

York State until an acceptable monitoring physician is approved by the Office of Professiona

wit1

generally accepted standards of medical practice. Dr. Park shall not practice medicine in 

compons 

randoml:

selected medical records and evaluate whether Dr. Parks medical care 

selectior

of office records, patient records and hospital charts reviewed.

For the first year of probation following retraining, Dr. Park shall have bi-monthly, and fo

the remaining two years, quarterly meetings with a monitoring physician who shall review hi

practice. The monitoring physician shall be a board-certified ophthalmologist who has beer

in practice as such for at least five years, selected by Dr. Park and subject to the approval o

the Office of Professional Medical Conduct. This monitoring physician shall review 

Park’s professional performance may be reviewed by having a random 

quarterI)

meetings Dr. 

these During  

0:

Professional Medical Conduct during the period of probation, 

Dr Park shall have quarterly meetings with an employee or designee of the Office 

fol

Phase II retraining.

7

8.

9

10.

The Office of Professional Medical Conduct shall refer Dr Park to the designated facility 



230( 19) or any other applicable laws.

15

may b e

Sectio nDr. Park pursuant to New York Public Health Law

howevei

that upon receipt of evidence of non-compliance or any other violation of the terms c

probation, a violation of probation proceeding and/or such other proceedings as

warranted, may be initiated against 

full compliance with every term set forth herein, Dr. Park may practice as

physician in New York State in accordance with the terms of probation; provided, 

i!

currently registered to practice medicine with the New York State Education Department. I

Dr. Park elects not to practice medicine in New York State, then he shall submit written proo

that he has notified the New York State Education Department of that fact,

If there is 

.Medica

Conduct at the address indicated above that he has paid all registration fees due and 

11

12

Dr. Park shall submit written proof to the Director of the Office of Professional 



$230,  subdivision 10, paragraph (h) of the New
York State Public Health Law.

Five days after receipt of this Order, you will be required to deliver to the Board
of Professional Medical Conduct your license to practice medicine if said license has been
revoked, annulled, suspended or surrendered, together with the registration certificate. Delivery
shall be by either certified mail or in person to:

Office of Professional Medical Conduct
New York State Department of Health
Empire State Plaza
Corning Tower, Room 438
Albany, New York 1223 7

after
mailing by certified mail as per the provisions of 

Rbe:

Enclosed please find the Determination and Order (No. ARB-94-24) of the
Professional Medical Conduct Administrative Review Board in the above referenced matter.
This Determination and Order shall be deemed effective upon receipt or seven (7) days 

12/12/94

RE: In the Matter of John H. Park, M.D.

Dear Dr. Park, Ms. McDougall and Mr. 

- Room 2438
Albany, New York 12237

EFFECTIVE DATE 

& Huber
3400 Marine Midland Center
Buffalo, New York 14203

Kevin C. Roe, Esq.
New York State Department of Health
Bureau of Professional Medical Conduct
Empire State Plaza
Corning Tower 

Blame Lytle, Hitchcock, 
McDougall,  Esq.

Phillips, 
Wilhamsville,  New York 14221

Lisa 

- RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTED

John H. Park, M.D.
635 N. Forest Road

Gxntisicfter
July, 28, 1994

CERTIFIED MAIL 

oeputv Executiw  

m&w

Paula Wilson

Chasin.  M.D.. M.P.P.. M.P.H.Mark  R. 

STATE OF NE W YORK
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Corning Tower The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza Albany, New York 12237



: crc

Enclosure

Tyrohe  T. Butler, Director
Bureau of Adjudication

TTB 

$230-c(5)].

Sincerely,

manner
noted above.

This exhausts all administrative remedies in this matter [PI-IL 

affidavit to that effect. If subsequently you locate the requested
items, they must then be delivered to the Office of Professional Medical Conduct in the 

If your license or registration certificate is lost, misplaced or its whereabouts is otherwise
unknown, you shall submit an 



'Dr. Stewart participated in the deliberations by telephone.

5230-c(1)(i.), §230(10)(PHL) 

REVIEW

New York Public Health Law 

Horan,

Esq. served as Administrative Officer to the Review Board.

Kevin C. Roe, Esq., submitted a brief on behalf of the Petitioner

on March 30, 1994 and a reply brief on April 11, 1994.

Paul V. Sedita, Esq. and Lisa McDougall, Esq., submitted a brief

on the Respondent's behalf on March 31, 1994 and a reply brief on

April 11, 1994.

SCOPE OF 

Medicai

Conduct (Petitioner) requested the Review through notices which

the Review Board received on February 28, 1994. James F. 

Par-8 guilty of professional misconduct. Both

Dr. Park (Respondent) and the Office of Professional 

M.D.l held deliberations on

May 10, 1994 to review the Professional Medical Conduct Hearing

Committee’s (Hearing Committee) February 22, 1994 Determination

finding Dr. John H.

c.

SINNOTT, M.D. and WILLIAM A. STEWART, 

MARYCLAIRE  B. SHERWIN, WINSTON S. PRICE, M.D., EDWARD 

M.

BRIBER, 

____-_____-_______________________________ -X

The Administrative Review Board for Professional Medical

Conduct (hereinafter the “Review Board”), consisting of ROBERT 

: DETERMINATION
AND ORDER

M.D. NO. ARB-94-24PARK,

ADMINISTRATIVE
REVIEW BOARD

MAT’IZR

OF

JOHN H. 

_--_________________-_________--___--______ X

IN THE 

J&VIEW BOARD FOR
PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL CONDUCT

=TH
ADMINISTRATIVE 

STATE OF NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF 



iz

the care of Patients A or E. The Committee also found that the

Respondent had failed to produce records to the Petitioner

concerning Patient A. The Committee did not sustain charges that

2

charg

relates to records for Patient A.

The Hearing Committee found that the Respondent had bee

guilty of incompetence on more than one occasion in the care of

Patients B, C and D. The Committee did not find incompetence 

an<

failure to produce records. The negligence and incompetence

involved the care which the Respondent, an ophthalmologist,

provided to five persons, Patients A through E. The record 

onr: occasion, incompetence on more than one occasion 

f

The Petitioner charged the Respondent with practicing

medicine with gross negligence, gross incompetence, negligence on

more than 

§230-c(4)(c) provides that the Review

Board's Determinations shall be based upon a majority concurrence

of the Review Board.

HEARING COMMITTEE DETERMINATION

8230-c(4)(b)  permits the Review Board

to remand a case to the Hearing Committee for further

consideration.

Public Health Law 

8230-c(4)  (b) provide that the Review Board shail review:

whether or not a hearing committee determination
and penalty are consistent with the hearing
committee’s findings of fact and conclusions of
law; and

whether or not the penalty is appropriate and
within the scope of penalties permitted by PHL
5230-a.

Public Health Law 

and 



(PPEPJ and provides that the Respondent undergo

retraining if the PPEP Evaluation determines that the Respondent

is a candidate for retraining. The Committee found that the

Respondent demonstrated deficiencies in his ability to properly

assess and interpret clinical findings, but they noted that they

believed that the Respondent possesses reasonable, basic medical

skills and is capable of rehabilitation. The Committee ordered

that if the Respondent is not a candidate for retraining or is

unable to find a suitable retraining program, then the Respondent

shall comply with the monitoring and all other terms of the three

year probation.

3

the Respondent was guilty of gross negligence, gross incompetence

or negligence on more than one occasion.

The Committee found that the Respondent was guilty of

incompetence for improperiy diagnosing a cataract in Patient B's

right eye, for ordering an ultrasound test for Patient C without

medical justification, and for failing to refer Patient D to a

specialist or to obtain a culture and administer appropriate

antibiotic therapy to treat a possible infection of Patient D's

left eye.

The Committee voted to suspend the Respondent's license

to practice medicine, but stayed the suspension and placed the

Respondent on probation. The probation terms require that the

Respondent undergo an evaluation at the Physician Prescribed

Education Program 



6530(25),

The Respondent has asked that the Board override the

4

upcn Dr.

Park after finding that he refused to make medical records

available pursuant to New York Education Law Section 

the

Evaluation determines that the Respondent is not a candidate for

retraining, then the Respondent would be allowed to return to

practice, with no retraining.

The Petitioner also contends that it was inappropriate

for the Hearing Committee to fail to impose a penalty 

Petitioner

contends further that the penalty is not mandatory because, if 

The

Petitioner also contends that the retraining portion of the

Penalty is not mandatory because the penalty contains no time

frames for completing the PPEP Phase I Evaluation. The 

;+tee found that the Respondent

demonstrated deficiencies in the basic skill and knowledge, but

determined that the Respondent was capable of rehabilitation.

Comm_,t$e 

internally

inconsistent because 

is penalty 

?atient D, was inconsistent with the Committee's findings on

Patient D. The Petitioner contends that the Hearing Committee's

findings demonstrate that the Respondent's care of Patient D

constituted an additional incidence of incompetence. The

Petitioner contends further that the 

learing Committee's Determination, that the Respondent was not

guilty of an additional specification of negligence in the care of

REOUESTS FOR REVIEW

The Petitioner has requested a review of both the

Hearing Committee's Determination on the charges and the

Committee's penalty.

The Petitioner has asked that the Review Board find the



was recovering from

two invasive procedures.

5

while the Respondent 

vision

deteriorated dramatically 

D’s Patient when the 

2~

administer antibiotic therapy 

culture  a obtain specialist,  

Patiezt

C without adequate medical justification and that the Respondent

had faiied to refer Patient D to a 

B's right eye, that

the Respondent ordered and performed an ultrasound test on 

wab

consistent with the Committee's findings that the Respondent made

an improper diagnosis of cataract in Patient 

oriefs which counsel have submitted.

The Review Board votes to sustain the Hearing

Committee's Determination finding the Respondent guilty of

incompetence on more than one occasion in the care which the

Respondent provided to Patients B, C and D. The Determination 

considered  the record below and theBeard has 

q

The Review 

physician

independence.

REVIEW BOARD DETERMINATION

i;l:permissible  restraint on 

charged and that the Determination that the care of Patient D was

incompetent is an

:hat the Respondent was found guilty under facts which were not

determination was not supported by the weight of the evidence,

tre not consistent with a Determination of Incompetence, that the

:o Patient D, the Respondent alleges that the Committee's findings

:he specific care involved were not occasions of incompetence. As

tespondent's care of these patients was not incompetent and that

of Patients B, C and D.

As to Patients B and C, the Respondent argues that the

negligence in the treatment 



Ear the failure to produce records.

As to the Hearing Committee's Determination, to order

the Respondent to undergo an evaluation and retraining as the

penalty, for acts of incompetence, the Review Board overturns the

penalty in part and modifies the penalty in part, because the

penalty as written is not appropriate to protect the public or to

correct sufficiently the Respondent's acts of incompetence.

The Respondent's practice as an ophthalmologist involves

surgery. The findings of incompetence arose from the Respondent's

misdiagnosis of Patient B as having a condition, cataract, that

requires surgery. The misconduct also involves incompetent care

6

($lO,OOO.OO) Dollar fineJotes to assess Dr. Park a Ten Thousand 

-he violation is indeed excusing the violation. The Review Board

?

The Review Board finds that not applying a sanction for

idvise.

appropriate to sanction the Respondent for following his lawyer's

counsel had advised him not to turn over the records in a timely

nanner, but the Hearing Committee concluded that it would not be

qas not excused from that responsibility because his former

1ffice's request. The Hearing Committee noted that the Respondent

:he Office of Professional Medical Conduct pursuant to the

nappropriate. A physician is responsible to provide records to

)ecause the failure to impose some sanction for that violation is

lommittee's Determination to impose no penalty on that violation,

6530(28). The Review Board overturns theSducation Law Section 

:he Office of Professional Medical Conduct, in violation of

:hat the Respondent was guilty of failing to turn over records to

The Board also sustains the Committee's Determination



retraininc

to practice medicine other than surgery. If the Phase I

Evaluation determines that the Respondent is a candidate for

retraining then the Respondent shall complete Phase II retraining

successfully.

7

Jicense to prohibit him from practicing

surgery, including laser procedures.

The next question is whether the Respondent is capable

to practice ophthalmology or general medicine excluding surgery.

The Hearing Committee concluded that the Respondent possessed

basic medical skills and was capable of rehabilitation and orderer

that the Respondent undergo the PPEP Phase I Evaluation. The

Review Board modifies the Hearing Committee Determination to refe:

the Respondent to the PPEP. The Respondent is referred to the

PPEP Phase I for an evaluation of his medical skills and a

determination whether the Respondent is a candidate for 

interpretins

findings is a danger to the public. The Review Board votes to

limit the Respondent's 

i::

not likely to improve his abilities.

A surgeon who is deficient in assessing and 

._
obviously failed to develop the ability to assess and interpret

findings from his observations. If the Respondent has failed to

develop those abilities by now, a one year course of retraining 

for Patient D, who was recuperating from two invasive procedures.

The Respondent also ordered and performed an unnecessary

ultrasound procedure on Patient C. The Committee found that the

Respondent demonstrated deficiencies in his ability to properly

assess and interpret clinical findings which he observed. The

Board notes that the PPEP does not provide retraining in surgery.

Further, the Respondent has had years of practice in which he has



viea

8

receiving

the Phase I Evaluation and then that the Respondent successfully

complete Phase II retraining. If the Respondent

completes Phase II, he shall be on probation for

the terms which the Hearing Committee set out in

Determination.

successfully

three years unde:

their

The Review Board overturns the portion of the Hearing

Committee's penalty which would allow Dr. Park to complete

probation if the PPEP Phase I Evaluation indicates he is not a

candidate for retraining or is unsuitable for any available

retraining program. That portion of the penalty is totally

inappropriate to protect the public and correct the deficiencies

in the Respondent's practice.

If the PPEP Phase I Evaluation indicates that the

Respondent is not a candidate for retraining to practice medicine

other than surgery, this matter is remanded to the Hearing

Committee for further deliberations on an appropriate penalty.

Prior to these further deliberations, the Hearing Committee's

Administrative Officer should advise the parties as to the date c

the deliberations and offer the parties an opportunity to submit

additional briefs on the issue of the appropriate penalty in 

any

period of retraining, on condition that the Respondent arrange to

commence the Phase II retraining within thirty days from 

the

suspension is stayed and the Respondent will be on probation, on

condition that within thirty days from the effective date

Determination the Respondent shall arrange to undergo the

Evaluation. The suspension will be stayed further during

of this

PPEP

The Respondent shall be suspended from the practice of

medicine during the evaluation and any retraining, except that 



($lO,OOO.OO) Dollars for failure to produce records.

4. The Review Board limits the Respondent's license tc

prohibit him from practicing surgery, including laser procedures.

5. The Review Board orders that the Respondent undergo

an evaluation of his skills to practice medicine, other than

9

uppn this Determination, the Review Board

issues the following ORDER:

1. The Review Board sustains the Hearing Committee on

Professional Medical Conduct's February 22, 1994 Determination

finding Dr. John H. Park guilty of incompetence on more than one

occasion and failure to produce records.

2. The Review Board overrules the Hearing Committee's

Penalty in part and modifies the Committee's penalty in part, for

the reasons stated in our Determination.

3. The Review Board fines the Respondent Ten Thousand

deliberation, the

Committee should issue a supplemental determination. Either party

may request a review of the supplemental determination from the

Review Board, by filing a notice with the Board within fourteen

days of receiving the supplemental determination. The Respondent

shall remain on probation during the remand period and, if there

is a request for further review, he shall remain on probation

until the Review Board issues a supplemental determination.

The Phase I Evaluation shall be mailed to both parties,

to the Hearing Committee and to the Review Board.

ORDER

NOW, based 

of the Phase I Evaluation. Following the 



evpluation determines that the Respondent is

not a candidate for retraining, this matter is remanded to the

Hearing Committee under the terms set out in this Determination.

ROBERT M. BRIBER

MARYCLAIRE B. SHERWIN

WINSTON S. PRICE, M.D.

EDWARD C. SINNOTT, M.D.

WILLIAM A. STEWART, M.D.

10

zt the Physicians Prescribed Education Program at

Syracuse. If the evaluation determines that the Respondent is a

candidate for retraining, the Respondent shall complete Phase II

retraining in the PPEP.

6. The Respondent’s license to practice medicine, othe

than surgery, is suspended during the period of evaluation and

retraining, but, the suspension is stayed and the Respondent shal

be on probation during the period, provided he complies with the

conditions which the Board set out in our Determination.

7. If the Respondent completes the evaluation and

retraining successfully, the Respondent shall be on probation for

an additional three years, under the terms which are set out in

the Hearing Committee Determination at Appendix II.

8. If the 

surgery,
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in the

Park, M.D..

DATED:

THE MATTER OF

John H. Park

ROBERT M. BRIBER, a member of the Administrative Review

Determination and Order in the Matter of John 

Board for Professional Medical Conduct, concurs

IN 



S. PRICE, M.D.
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H. Park, M.D.

DATED: Brooklyn, New York
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WINSTON 
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the Admin
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John H. Park, M.D.

WINSTON S. PRICE, M.D., a member of

Review Board for Professional Medical Conduct

Determination and Order in the Matter of John
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IN THE MATTER OF

John H. Park, M.D.

MARYCLAIRE B. SHERWIN, a member of the Administrative

Review Board for Professional Medical Conduct, concurs in the

Determination and Order in the Matter of John H Park, M.D.

DATED: Malone, New York
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EDWARD C. SINNOTT, M.D.
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:

DATED: Brooklyn, New York

4
, 1994

SINNOTT, M.D., a member of the Administrative

Review Board for Professional Medical Conduct, concurs in the

Determination and Order in the Matter of John H. Park, M.D.

EDWARD C. 

THE MATTER OF

John H. Park, M.D.

IN 
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WILLI_41v! A. STEWART, M.D.

DATED: Syracuse, New York
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Jchn H. Park, M.D.

MATTER OF

John H. Park, M.D.

WILLIAM A. STEWART, M.D., a member of the Administrat

Review Board for Professional Medical Conduct, concurs in the

Determination and Order in the Matter of 

THE IN 



!1 
I

;iCommittee issues this Determination and Order.

! 

iI After consideration of the entire record, the Hearingji

roceedings were made.ib
II

chase.and transcripts of heard and sworn $eceived  and witnesses 

._. : Evi,z+:. Counsel.Zsq., of Sctii:a.,  V. & Huber, Joseph 

Hitchcoc.?,

aine 

?hillips, Lytle, >y represenred &he Respondent was 

Thereaf:e:-,

Col;r.sei. During the course of

proceedings, the Respondent discharged his counsel.

Cffermann, Jr., Esq., of 

Z.Franci. h 'Whalen, affermann, Mahoney, Cassano, Piggott, Greco j3y 
I

1ppe3re1- . Roe, Esq., Associate Counsel. The Respondent initially c--

'Kevinbby aL\dministrative Officer. The Department of Health appeared 

theJUDGE, served as IA?V STORCH, ADMINISTRATIVE C3. -Y ,Law.

Heaith(e) of the Public 230(10) 

jfor Professional Medical Conduct, served as the Hearing Committee

'in this matter pursuant to Section 

! 

II. DUBE, M.D., duly designated members of the State BoardARTHUR 

EDWARD J. HAYES, andREV. LaRm WILEY, M.D. (Chair), J. 

ParK,

M.D.
/

1992, were served upon the Respondent, John H. 
; 
Gctober 20,

I
&3codZearing and Statement of Charges, both A. Notice of 

I!it3lC  94-24
____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~ X

No. 

. DE-NATION

OF ..
..

JOHN H. PARK, M.D. .. ORDER

.THE MATTER/! IN 

,_______________________________________---_x
comucTmxncm pRoFessIorua  FOR mm~ j;sTATE 

HEALTHYOM : DEPARTMENT OF raw 0F ~/STATE 

i
I!
i 



19, 1993

July 20, 1993

.Tu:y 

(June 22, 1993
June 28, 1993

?Iay 28, 1993
June 2, 1993
June 3, 1993
June 17, 1993
June 18, 1993

rqay 21, 1993
May 26, 1993

FJovember 16, 1992

December 3, 1992
January 5, 1993
January 13, 1993
January 14, 1993
January 19, 1993
February 17, 1993
February 18, 1993
February 26, 1993
March 3, 1993

'p?itnesses for Department

October 23, 1992

March 1, 1993

May 20, 1993

December 3, 1992

jl
i’Gf Law:
,Findinqs of Fact and Conclusions
;Received Respondent's Proposed

i;aw and Recommendation:
r;fConclusicns 

Propcsed
(Findings of Fact, 
!Received Petitioner's 

,Dates of Hearings:

I
?re-Hearing Conference:

A. Charges:

Answer to Statement of Charges:

F‘, 
of Second Amended Statement

"Date of Amended Statement of
Charges:

'Date 

I!

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Date of Service of Notice of
Hearing and Statement of Charges:



T.‘.+

3

;ne patient (Patient A). ;f reduce the medical records
;P

i/

.l. fai..ra iaddition, the Department has charged Respondent with the 
iI

1:.I and incompetence on more than one occasion. !b,e occasion

*-.f:rnclra iI ith gross negligence, gross incompetence, negligence on 

,Respcn:?:.canal charges. The Department has charged 

;I,

jto the orig'

modifi::-  .3nd made several )?oncerning  one patient (Patient;P
,

.. all-I_.::.. Zepartment withdrew all 
I;

tk,eILourse of the proceedings, 

-P.-T: C.-r.:  j'charqes concern the care and treatment of six patients. 

sh T Ipith fifteen specifications of professional misconduct.

:_:-,ophthalm,:_ charqed Respondent, an ’ The Department has / 

: August 10, 1993

/peliberations Held: July 26, 1993
July 27, 1993

(Fact/Expt)
(Expt)

John H. Park, M.D. 

Lenora Park (Fact)
Sally Schrett (Fact)
Lewis J. Fein (Fact)
Dorothy Ciccarella (Fact)
Corstiaan Brass, M.D.

(Expt)
{E~pt;

Henry M. Clay-man, M.D. 

(Fact)
Judith Whitehead (Fact)
James V. Aquavella, M.D. 

Syivester Benjamin 

,Z:<pt)
;4attie Johnson (Fact)
Jeffrey K. Harris, M.D. 

(F/E)M.2. 
IFact/Expt)

Philip R. Niswander, 
%orge W. Pfohl, M.D. 

M.D.(FactiExpt)

(<act/Expt)
Lewis J. Fein (Fact)
Sharon Kuritzky, 

Rodman, M.D. J.Lavici 
P3tinnt E (Fact)

/

Patient C (Fact)

! 

I
,
/

)

,( 

I
*, 

,"ditnesses for Respondent:
1

II
Ii
/I
j;Gf Health:

I



$pril 7, 1992. (Ex. 1).

,:-i_ clr Fhe Park Eye Center from on or about March 19, 1992 to on 

:’WCZ~?., I 2. Respondent treated Patient A, a 79 year old 
i

A
/I

Patient ,I
ji
Jerk 14221. (Not Contested).
ij

:;+170 Maple Road, Buffalo, fzzrn 1??Z /;1991 through December 31, 

:,Jan:-:.3r;J ce medicine for the period 
/I
iEducation  Department to practi

&harqes, Respondent was registered with the New York State

#of

s:3~3

Education Department. At the time of the initial service 

York 
:i
1371 by the issuance of license number 110946 by the New 

.i?,

z-:2-'

authorized to practice medicine in New York State on December 

L. John H. Park, M.D. {hereinafter "Respondent"), -lI

evidence.

:j
evidence, if any, was considered rejected in favor of the cited

I
Committee in arriving at a particular finding. Conflicting

represent evidence found persuasive by the Hearing

,identified by numbers, Respondent's exhibits by letters. These

citations 

?etitioner's exhibits are, transcript page numbers or exhibits.

?q

of

'the entire record in this matter. Numbers in parentheses refer 

Fa

The following Findings of Fact were made after a review 

I.

FINDINGS OF 

,Appendix 

irtCrder 
/I

A copy of the Second Amended

Statement of Charges is attached to this Determination and 

;'Respondent denied the allegations.



5!

i
at the request of the Department. (1079; Ex. 3).

IL:-;j1-l I
8. On June 20, 1992, Patient A was examined by Dr. 

:

would limit the success of surgery. (1078).

wi:l .absence of other pathology 
ai
'activities, combined with the 

I

visual function which interferes with the patient’s daily

--_II~~:. isurgery is indicated in the presence of a cataract causing 
/

cat3r3r.!pn behalf of the Department. Dr. Harris testified that 

t-~t.:.-~1X.3., an ophthalmologist, . Jeffrey K. Harris, 7

18)... 7,CD. 
/

1,Zj:. cancelled due to medical complications. (969; 

-7.;

surgery was

Ultimatel>*, 

.r:

her left eye to be performed on April 7, 1992.

scr.j=;‘;. 

-12; Ex. 9, p.4).

6. Respondent scheduled Patient A for cataract 

P
I

1,A's left eye, with a corresponding billing code. (Ex. ,Patient 

J. The billing section of Respondent's medical record for

Patient A contains a diagnosis of "mature cataract" in the lens of

c

of

cataract of equal density of both eyes. (1092, 1116; Ex. 1,

p. 4).
I

;s,cc;rd

also documents a slit lamp examination finding of combined form 

13.92 entry in Patient A's medical :4arch 19,The 4.

20/100 in the left eye. (Ex. 1, p. 4).

20/40-

or 400 in the riqht eye and 

20/100 in the left eye, and near vision of 

20/400 in

the right eye and 

_J__,_,_n in both eyes, visual acuity with correction of -,: a,-+ :>r1; 

I

"visual acuity, without correction, of light perception with

3. A medical record entry dated March 19, 1992 documents



/ I
6

!
:
borrected. (352-353).
I

,L-/; cjf "HCFA") is visual acuity ,Fare Finance Agency (hereinafter

?:'F-x~.L:cstaract surgery set by the ,>f,&hreshold for reimbursement 
i

!
standarcit?tstified that the Rodman fur: her 

Ij
13. Dr. 

II
(279, 284).:ko/40.

'I
.: 3poc,z20/20 and as ,,.z;:>n as good as :.'%onsistent with corrected 

/I
&uclear sclerosis in the patient's eyes, and that this was

one-placRodman testified to the presence of 1 12. Dr. / 
I

bphthalmologist. (Ex. 2, pp. l-2).
I

anRodman, M.D., 5:~ David J. zesn 
(

'Respondent, Patient A was 

-:)vizi- 

,(1102, 1113, 1386).
I

11. On April 17, 1992, ten days after last office 

1 cataracts.

,!Patient A did not have a cataract of this description, a prudent

‘and competent physician would not diagnose a mature 

,lens and is completely opaque. He further testified that, since

sphthalmolcg-i, a "mature cataract" is one which involves the entire

).

10. Dr. Harris testified that, within the practice of

(1072-1376, 1078, s.uspicion.

r.3

confirm this 

-&as due to optic nerve atrophy rather than

cataract. However, he acknowledged that he performed no tests 

ijsclerosis of both eyes which was normal for her age. He expressed

the opinion that these changes were probably not visually

significant. At the same time, Dr. Harris acknowledged that the

'patient suffered from bad vision. He stated that he suspected that

her poor vision 

9. Dr. Harris testified that Patient A had mild nuclear



/I

.

I

‘ (112?-1: ,operated on the eye with the worse distance vision.

.:.. hav+ G:lr didn't read, he would coulan't :Patient A's age, who 

:peopl? further Testified that among I 19. Dr. Harris 
I

"bettsr" vision. (1472).
I I
'/be left with his or her 
I

',i...patien' '_nsre is a bad result, the , one insures that if 
I
/'doing,

-~by ".dorse" eye first because, $practice is to operate on the 

ophthalmoif:7:
!/

18. Dr. Harris testified that standard ,j

2061;.

Z'i::-A::

'could significantly improve her vision. (1960-1962, 

?,.-.'-!.

'an offer of surgery with reasonabl e expectation that such 

!~h+

'opinion that the cataracts were of sufficient severity to 

.:ataracts. He expressed !Ismp photographs of Patient A's 

I!--E Clatyman testified that he examined copies .
I

17. Dr

;:: .(lg5;--_ eliqibie for surgery.icataract which they regard as 
/

aIpractitioners to use the phrase "mature cataract" to describe 

iHarris. However, he also, testified that it is common for many

'idefinition of "mature cataract" corresponded with that of Dr.

Clayman testified that his preferred

testified

on behalf of Respondent. Dr.

Clayman, M.D., an ophthalmologist, 

which

surgery is appropriate. (290).

16. Henry M. 

Rodman testified that it is a cataract for czataract", Dr. 

'*ma:-reTWhen asked for his understanding of the term 

.analysis, he could not account for

Patient A's poor vision. (345).

15. 

i/vision was not the product of an optic nerve problem. He

acknowledged that, in the final 

Rodman expressed the opinion that Patient A's poor14. Dr. 
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1

! i

$atient told Dr. Kuritzky that Respondent had told her she .. I: 
!I 

%...$hird opinion regarding cataract surgery on the right eye.

:seeki:.:  
;’

The patient was 1330.15, ,'ophthalmologist,  on August 

:.M-1., 
/I

25. Patient B was examined by Sharon Kuritzky, j(
/iI; Ex. 13, p.2).
;;

.: , : 12/4/92;  Ex. 10, p. 1; Ex. - I (Stipulation of Parties ! 
iieye.

:: Z-_ c.ataract in Patient B’s diaqnozed  !I 24. Respondent /j 

,;10, p. 1).
;

.documen:=:.pliis myopia is .-3ye 
;I
'moderate 'cataract in the right

.impre3.: 
I
cataract in the right eye and left eye negative. An 

'lcontains slit lamp examination findings of mild to moderate

?Patier,: _/ 23. Respondent's office medical record for 
4
i,on April 4, 1990. (Ex. 10).

I
( i

Ex.2, p.l; 1957, 2032).

Patient 4

22. Respondent examined Patient B at the Park Eye Center

(Ex.1, p. 4; 

’
'because of her complaint of stumbling, which might have been due to

poor near vision.

visizr!!:?e would be concerned with improving the patient's near 

c;;actestifizci .,un first for patients in this age group. He further 

,?per2tedi'be performed, the eye with the worse near vision should be 

:oClayman testified that, were cataract surgery 21. Dr.

p-4).

lsft eye.

'This finding was not contradicted. (1446; Ex. 1, 

,,the fact that her corrected near vision was worse in the 

20. Respondent’s medical record for Patient A documents



9
/I

I:photograpn ,:However, he admitted that the review of a slit lamp 

:r.

'found essentially the same degree of opacity in both lenses.

that / He further testified eye.hinimal cataract in the right 

'.-I‘.3 c?stified that he found CLi.(-m3n:,taken by Dr. Harris, Dr. 

/

30. Based upon an examination of slit lamp photographs
/ 

1512-1513).
’

$1240, 1242-1243, 
: 

;-i *._ czataract  in the right eye.‘2f diaqnosizj/justification  for a 

mediiiliupon his examination of the patient, Dr. Harris found no 

3ased

3

'cataract in the clinical setting, or by clinical practice.

r~: 

.

29. Dr. Harris testified that nuclear sclerosis is 

'Ip. 2) 

Z;':. 12,(1237-123s; (48 years old).,normal given the patient's age 

~3sFound minimal nuclear sclerosis in both eyes, which _,Harris 
,I

iamp examination, Dr.Zpon slit 

1

28. At the request of the Department, Dr. Harris examined

Patient B on January 11, 1992.

\439; Ex. 12, pp. 1, 6).

'ljustification for a diagnosis of cataract in the right eye. (436,

- right

eye. Dr. Kuritzky testified that she did not find any medical

correctian.

Her diagnostic impression was anisometropia with amblyopia 

20/200 with a high myopic and astigmatic 

1, 6).

best corrected vision in the

right eye of 

i2, pp.

27. Dr. Kuritzky obtained a

lenses to be normal on slit

‘j12, pp. 1, 6).

26. Dr. Kuritzky found both

lamp examination. (436; Ex. 

/
*/cataract in the right eye which required surgery. (434, 530; Ex.



,require surgery in one year. (20-21, 70, 117).

10

:. '.G tha? botg eyes ,Respondent told her that she had cataracts in 

Patient C testified that/i 36. On December 3, 1992, 
/I

p. 2).

i

/within a year. (1543; Ex. 19, 

#.! Y--Z.  t+ to :<hich he said would haveey?,one 

=

i/found a cataract in 

'- th.2'lithat Patient C told him that Respondent had informed her 
.!

testif_--:

I'?, 1991, Patient C was seen by Cr.

'Harris, at the request of the Department. Dr. Harris 

?;'

'Respondent. (1866; Ex. 18, p. 1; Ex. CC).

35. On December 

Whitehead that she was not told of any cataracts 

Fatiz:.:

told Ms. 

~Dr. Niswander's medical technician, Judith Whitehead.

b;/t31?en 

/ 33. Respondent's medical record does not document what he

told Patient C about the diagnosis of cataracts or regarding any

advice concerning the need for surgery. (Ex. 16A).

34. On March 21, 1990, Patient C began treatment with

Philip Niswander, M.D., an ophthalmologist. A history was 

16A, p.3).s of open-angle glaucoma. (Ex. 

ZI

'"tentative" diagnosi

made 

16A).

32. Respondent diagnosed cataracts in both eyes and 

I 1990. (Ex.

Park

Eye Center on three occasions between January 25, 1990 and February

7

'i2070, 2084-2085).

Patient C

31. Respondent examined and treated Patient C at the 

II
reliable than a complete ophthalmologic examination. (2067,iless

:I



:j
il

I

.1‘.
!!
April 20, 1990 August 10, 1990 and February 13, 1991. (Ex. 

,?_ .’ * 
^,_ ,. . 

servil:es performed on March 21,!on insurance forms covering
:j :

hypertensl:n3 diagnosis of ocular m2de 40. Dr. Niswander I/

BB:).(747;  Ex. 18; Ex. AA; Ex. ;/two pamphlets about glaucoma.
/I

-:. gs’;+ j!glaucoma to discuss risk factors with Patient C. He also 
I

_iconcerned about the possibility ;piswander was sufficiently
iI

3:.i’by applanation. At an office visit on February 13, 1992, 

,--,rii;.-.: 

I
'/occurring between March 21, 1990 and October 12, 1992, Dr.

Niswander found borderline intraocular pressures in the 

visL:;

?~ch

lenses. During the course of approximately eight office 

Ir. 

;c-

'43).

39. Dr. Niswander observed trace nuclear sclerosis 

'Z'Z, 

I 38. Patient C testified that Respondent advised her that

'she had definite glaucoma with severe optic nerve damage. 

16A, p. 3).

left eye. There are handwritten

notations that the cup to disk ratio was 0.5 to 0.6 in the right

'eye and 0.5 in the left eye. (1255-1257; Ex. 

'6 in

the right eye and 23 in the 

;"R/O" or "rule out". Intraocular pressure was recorded as 

:~f

,are

typewritten entries of glaucoma, open angle and senile cataract in

both eyes. Under "Impression", there is a handwritten entry 

is a

typewritten notation of "def GLC". Under impression, there 

"fundus" there cataract in both eyes. Under i+ cortical .?

2+ nuclear cataract and
!

moderate cataract development in both eyes, 

sfexaminaticn 1990'recording findings under slit lamp {IJanuary 25,

,dated
I
I 37. Respondent's medical record contains entries 
ii
II
;i
ii

!I



il1
!I

/
..:;: $ather that "Impression". As a result, he testified that 

I'.:".r. F‘ GLC". He noted that the phrase "def GLC" was listed under 

:--:" c:f 3 standardized interpretation imedical term, nor is there 

a(::--;.--:Clayman testified that "definite glaucoma" is not an 
IP

1:.1 
!i

:".T glsu.: b Harris interpreted the phrase as meaning "definite : r.
II
bdef GLC" contained in Respondent's medical record for Pat:=_:.. . .

I
+:-I'~'

.

44. There was differing testimony concerning the 

177-T 
I
either ocular hypertension or glaucoma suspect. (1760, 

k-1

s'::-1.;‘.

He felt that the preferred diagnosis in this instance would 

-.:.,111+

glaucoma is extremely difficult to diagnose in its' early 

open 

I
43. James V. Aquavella, M.D., an ophthalmologist

'testifying on behalf of Respondent, stated that chronic 

j 
19).Bblaucoma, Patient C was a glaucoma suspect. (1251-1253; Ex. 

1

'testified that based upon the borderline intraocular pressures,

'asymmetry of cup to disk ratio as well as a family history of

Fundus examination

show the optic nerve to be normal in appearance. The cup to disk

ratio was 0.5 in the right eye and 0.3 in the left eye. Dr. Harris

'testified that the difference between the cup to disk ratio from

the right to left eye raised a suspicion of glaucoma. He further

i9).

42. On December 17, 1991, Patient C’s intraocular pressure

was 20 in both eyes when tested by applanation.

l,Dr. Harris observed mild nuclear sclerosis in both eyes and an

inferior cortical opacity in the left eye. (1250-1251; Ex. 

41. Dr. Harris examined Patient C on December 17, 1991.



‘ii987. (Ex. 21A).

‘,_ Mc,~:-=-: T2tLznt D's right eye on 4- r.‘1 3urgar./ 
jj

‘/performed cataract

19:5-.2’3 left eye on August 27, I“cataract surgery on Patient ’ 
I

:per’ :-. !3, 1985 to on or about September 25, 1989. Respondent iI
.:about ;j 50. Respondent treated Patient D from on or 

I
P

11778-1779, 1830-1832, 1834).

-“,: 1262-1263,  1990. (643-647,iscan on Patient C on February 2, 

:.-1:. performir.4  \ 49. There was no medical indication for 
I

.(1790-1';: 
I
ordered an A-scan for Patient C on February 2, 1990.

..l.+noE !tonometry. Nevertheless, he acknowledged that he would 

applanari-:- invasive test, which is no more invasive than n G n 

relatF:;siy/ 48. Dr. Aquavella testified that an A-scan is a 
1
':1:66).

(1265-Iscan until he was prepared to perform cataract surgery.

A-s.n 

frlr

47. Dr. Harris testified that he would not perform 

/

'surgery. (646-649, 1266).

the axial. length of the eye most

the appropriate intraocular lens 

iultrasound test to measure

commonly used to determine

.2.nis C, 

16A, pp. 4, 7).

46. An A-scan, such as that performed on Patient 

perfcrmed

an A-scan on Patient C. (Ex.

2123).

45. On February 2, 1990, Respondent ordered and 

:~qlaucomatous". (1256-1257, 2107-2109, 
/i
Ibe used to indicate a "glaucomatous field defect" or "defect
/I 



,I
3?insofar as the patient presented a post-operative eye with 

prr:,b:_=m,Iidevelopment of keratitis on August 7, 1989 as a more acute 
II
II

55. Dr. Harris testified that he considered theI

14, 15).pp. =:A, (2664-2667, Ex. ibeeks.

E:-,..r~2 instrl:g:'_ed to return in three 
I
jthe record.
'I

The patient was 

1,I-,c;+i nGt #bandage  lens was removed at that time, although it is /I

C_he?iTLes a day. Apparently, four /I and start Tobradex, iiForte,
I!

PL'=,z-:;Icause. Respondent's plan was to discontinue Maxitrol and 
!

~;r.kr:-*~..,?f keratoconjunctivitis of ,;Respondent recorded a diagnosis

tc~,~~::~-_.te,aring and the lids stuck 

-n

"August 7, 1989. The eye was

pstient ibody sensation in the left eye. Respondent examined the 

fc:tr?L;n?atient D complained of a i989,
’

54. On August 3, 
/ 

i! 
I1 

;

21A, pp. 13-14).(EX.

Fclrte was discontinued. Similar findings
I
'were recorded on June 23, 1989.

:&as prescribed and Prede 
11

20/60. The

i/physical examination was unremarkable. Maxitrol, 4 times a day,

;ithat Patient D's visual acuity in the left eye was 

I’ 53. A medical record entry dated June 13, 1989, indicates,/
I

2lA, p. 13).!;(Ex. I

a bandage lens was applied.:,additional sutures were inserted, snd 

. Slight wound leakage was noted on June 8, i989. ThreeJL !I ‘7c I

p. 12).21A, ,@646-2647; Ex. 

bleb on June 6, 1989.sur,gi.cal repair of the filtering Iperformed a

A c,Grnea. Respondentbleb eventuallv grew larger and spread onto the 
I
/I

- a complication of cataract surgery

!I- was first noticed in Patient D’s left eye in January 1986. The
~/

51. A filtering bleb :I
i



:‘?':i;l 

!

'vision. Respondent recorded vision in the patient's left 

! 
..&-‘blockir,; r,f floaters and something 

.Y:"..'

'a week ago and complained

rL lThe  patient reported that he had noticed his vision getting 

‘.“. 1 I 59. Patient D was seen by Respondent on August 28, I!

21A, p. 16).(Ex. 
/I

I;
'$989.

_.,Aug~j:. +se Q-tips. The patient was to have an appointment on 
1,

-r':: 3r handkerchief in his eye, finger /iinstructed not to put a
,

:_22'.bI~~ C :,during the daytime and Prede Forte twice a day. Patient 

h,;,:r.-

L:

‘was informed, per Respondent, to use Maxitrol every three 

F-I_.-..: 

dctX:limenns

a telephone call to the patient. The note indicates that 

chanqez In

his condition. (2678-2679).

58. A medical record entry dated August 21, 1989 

'1
at any time, in the event that he had any questions or 

Respcridsnt

; 57. Respondent stated that Patient D, who had been his

'patient for a number of years, knew that he could call 

;lrritation. He also testified that the wound site was completely

'healed. (2658-2659, 2662).

.

3

slight reaction on the surface of the cornea due to a mechanical

#eye had a mucous discharge which was not purulent. There was 

I 56. Respondent testified that on the same date the left

,Ileak with an entrance or exit wound into the eye, with cornea1

involvement. As a result, it was Dr. Harris' opinion that the

'patient should have been seen sooner than three to four weeks.

'(1288).

i~ 
::complication. He further testified that there had been a wound
I/
'i

I! I
ii
ji
;j



itfound. Respondent recorded a tentative diagnosis of

16

.+-.-+~.?il ind that hypopian and vitreous ,perception with projection,
I

ii;:..visual acuity in the left eye was :pain and blurry vision,‘I

.compli...--: +_!-,e fact that Patient D /iThe medical record documents 

X23.saw Patient D on September 8, 
ji

62. Respondent next
/:/

21A, p. 16).gi(Ex. 
j/

-:l:r--:.re-positir,n the lens if the vitritis ::Respondent planned to 

.tiss:.~.wa3 to return in three to four b-i-d. The patient 
I

'Forte 

Pr++q-i-d. plus 

-f

unknown cause. His treatment plan included instructions to

discontinue Maxitrol and to continue Tobradex 

r;-~.j-r.:

had an intraocular lens displacement plus a sterile vitritis 

Iof retinal detachment. Respondent concluded that the 

:':

sign 

shower 

3-

scan (a form of ultra-sound examination). The B-scan 

3 

21A, p.
I

16).

61. Patient D returned to the Park Eye Center later during

the day on August 28, i989, at which time Respondent performed 

injecticn. The wound was intact.

Respondent noted a diagnosis of "sterile vitritis". (Ex. 

,that the patient was looking through the side of the implant,

rather than the center. No tenderness of the globe on touch was

noted, nor conjunctival 

rlifficult to visualize, due to vitritis. There is also a notation

fundus was

21A, pp. 15-16).

60. Respondent's record notes that the 

Ion August 7, 1989. (Ex. 

20/70, without correction
,I
'jpatient's vision; which was recorded as 

,/?0/200, with correction. This represented a deterioration of the



.-:x gf i,and that the vitreous was very hazy. He saw no evidence 

:.b-:_. 

*

'office on August 28, 1989 with a substantial reduction in 

:- present=:ied that the patient tescif‘1 66. Respondent 
!

:1 ;:'>j-1297).l1389. (1289, 1292-1294, iI

* ,1:. .? reous/retinal specialist on ;,1:ijreferred the patient to a 
!/

:!;himself and ordered parenteral and intraocular antibiotics 
I

culr,:r-,sither obtained a vitreous ;jthat Respondent should have 

1
indi:i.--1,takinq place within Patient D's eye. As a result, he 

‘:- r ; 

I

vision. He further stated that there was a very aggressive 

.1. 

I-

'the lens implant was physically displaced, causing a rapid 

:,' poi:. 

.

65. Dr. Harris further testified that the patient

demonstrated an overwhelming vitreous reaction, to the 

(128?-1:"*- .a vitreous culture.

/

'determination without obtaining 

3

th.3

presence of a sterile vitritis, it is impossible to make such 

i;r.

Harris further testified that although the record indicates 

1133s in the left eye which occurred within a matter of weeks.

'JW).

64. Dr. Harris testified that Patient D required more

immediate follow-up on August 28, 1989. He noted the severe visual

WV; Ex. 

21A, p. 18;

Ex. 

?hs

left eye on October 25, 1989. (1287, 1723-1725; Ex. 

‘sf removai! enucleation (surgical 

p. 17).

63. Ultimately, Patient D was found to have infectious

endophthalmitis and underwent

‘iA, 

'endophthalmitis and vitritis of unknown cause. Respondent arranged

a stat consultation with a retinal specialist. (1286-1287; Ex.



:!

:j

.‘: (2768-2769) 

corre,-‘., :.,inflammation cleared, the lens displacement could be Ii

‘NT.--..<risk to the patient, and that he had been confident that 

:presE.:.- Ii 69. Respondent testified that a vitreous tap 
;I

(2675, 2678).

:

"warranted.

::! approa,:: 
/I

he felt that a conservative treatment iiConsequently,
I
'idue to the displacement of the intraocular lens implant.

.:.ir-.- 

--

stated that given this history, he felt that the vision 

.I'.,\, probi~m~ dating back to October, .non-infectious vitreous 

!his?-r*(. :I 58. Respondent testified that Patient D had a 

,funqal, or viral infectious process. (2672-2673).

b- :.,ba.-;:r  verv positive that the patient had no evidence of a 'was 

I,scondition. Respondent stated that based upon these findings, 

iseparation or choroidal detachment, but found no evidence of either

#The ultrasound scan revealed no sign of retinal detachment.

"Respondent stated that he looked for possible ciliary body

,to return later in the day, at which time he performed a B-scan.

~3tient

+;,-s,

but was not satisfied with this explanation. He asked the 

thy 

the

problems might have been caused by mechanical rubbing of 

the

'process taking place in the patient's eye. (2671-2673).

67. Respondent testified that he considered that 

.Jery concerned about iv'as rlisplaced and that he 

lens

'implant was 

tkle infection. Respondent testified that ,/saw no evidence of 
1:

conjunctiva were clear. Heileakage, the lids were quiet and the 



within twelve to twenty-four hours. (2515-2516).

19

OZ~JU:

::.y

Literature, frequent follow-up is required when infectious

andophthalmitis is a consideration. The follow-up should 

chat, based upon a review of 

-f

infection based on the patients clinical signs and symptom.

(2502).

74. Dr. Brass stated 

likelihc,:,i 

/

73. Dr. Brass offered no opinion as to the 

I
infection. (2536).

: 
mnsre likely due to bacterial

( i
,'and/or marked visual loss is 
,;

r,_iintii:n ,:basis of clinical findings alone, inflammation associated 

~k.2etiGlogy of a case of endophthalmitis on ;be certain of the 

r:)difficul: 

,entertained. (2539, 2542).

72. Dr. Brass testified that although it is 

il
I!
iIbe obtained whenever a diagnosis of bacterial endophthalmitis is
jj
,:definitive diagnosis and start treatment promptly. Cultures must
j ;’ 
llendophthalmitis require that every effort be made to make a

/!
He stated that the severe consequences of bacterial;:i.nfection.

I'
,:;litritis and of

nf

decreased vision should have raised a suspicion 

71.

infection, it's presence would have been very obvious

8, 1989. (2484-2485).

However, Dr. Brass acknowledged that the presence /
'I
:by September

albeen such an

D's left eye on August 28, 1989. He stated that, had there,Patient 

ilspecialist, testified on behalf of Respondent. Dr. Brass expressed

"the opinion that there was no staphylococcal infection present in

I/ 
j 70. Corstiaan Brass, M.D., an infectious diseasei 
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.I:.:-

'both her lenses were crystallized and would have to be 

conditic,:, 

'::I.

'Respondent told her that she had an extremely rare 

(1 79. Patient E testified at the hearing. She stated 
/

254, p.3).\EX.',that her vision was poor.

compl,3ira!/iimpairing the patient's vision, although the patient 
/

+: :~ $Respondent advised Patient E that the cataracts do not seem 
( I

*:.:-ljsurgery were discussed with the patient. The note indicate; 
/I 

catartis:'13, 1986, Respondent noted that the pros and cons of 

--L'No.;".-; "srvstalline opacities in both lenses.. In an entry dated 

II!,L~~J~:c~78. Respondent's records document the presence of 

,25A, p. 2).

,:;r.20/40 in both eyes. aeuit.y of 

wit!:-,;?

correction, and near visual 

29/50-70 in the left eye 20/40-60 in the right eye and 

corre,:r_i,::.,20/50 in the left eye with ,'20/60 in the right eye and

recclrd for Patient E contains an

entry dated November 12, 1986 which documents visual acuity of

25A, p. 2).

77. Respondent’s medical 

(EX.

,history of headaches of unknown cause. She complained of

difficulty driving at night due to "halos" around headlights.

with a

25A).

76. During her care and treatment by Respondent, Patient E

'was 49 year-old woman. She presented at the Park Eye Center 

1986, to on or about March 16, 1987. (Ex.,i2, 

'NovemberPstisnt E from on or about 

Patient&

75. Respondent treated 

I
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department. (1300; Ex. 35).;1991, at the request of the 
I

!,: I 84. Patient E was examined by Dr. Harris on December 
;~ 

3) lp-L'# 
7-, ,EX."20/20-3 with correction.

j! 
3r.i20/40-l without correction i isual acuity in the left eye wasG

1.1';-: X. exar;,i:,eii  the patient again on June 
11

83. Dr. Ffohl I/ 
I/
;iEx. 27, p. 1).

;.z .: :, ,6 - 8 7 ( 8 7 4 opa,:itiss in the left lens.

Z's/_Z

with refraction. Dr. Ffohl did not observe the presence of

embedded crystalline 

20/20 with correction, and correction,20/50-l without 

?'ie

was 

:ef: 

visuai

complaints related to her left eye. Visual acuity in the 

?z

ophthalmologist, on April 26, 1989. The patient had no 

25A, pp. 1, 3, 47).

82. Patient E was examined by George W. Pfohl, M.D., 

/ 81. On January 6, 1987, Respondent performed cataract

surgery on Patient E's right eye. (Ex. 

p* 3) l

25A,this...1 am not living." (Ex. t.v....1 cannot live like 

18, 1986

contains the following statements made by Patient E: "I cannot even

enjoy 

,250-251, 256).

80. An entry in the medical record dated December 

six

'weeks later. (145-148, 248, 

:cld

'her that the right eye would be done first and the left eye 

~condition would worsen and she would lose her vision. Patient E

also stated that Respondent told her that the left eye was worse

'than the right. Patient E further testified that Respondent 

/
;,She further testified that Respondent told her without surgery, her



/ I

/!

p-2).25A, p.2; Ex. 35, 
k
x.1 

.;- (211, lOG Excedrin per week.'khich she took approximately 

-- 'complained of lifelong headache-, 11987. The patient has also

.-.:.-:- 
I

She has suffered from severe depression since 

7:

conditions.

:- psychi 
,

88. Patient E has a history of treatment for 

,2.s compared to the right

(146).

)
87. Patient E testified that she told Respondent

vision was worse in her left eye 

1

'!
"around headlights, etc.) reported by Patient E. (2149, 2165).

I
responsible for the visual complaints (blurry vision, "halos"

Clayman described the opacities observed by

Respondent and Dr. Harris as multi-refractile opacities. He

expressed the opinion that these opacities could have been

’ 86. Dr. 

opacities

'were not visually significant. (1303; Ex. 35).

',opacities. Dr. Harris expressed the opinion that these 

. On slit lamp examination of the left eye, Dr. Harris

observed mild nuclear sclerosis and a few anterior whitish

;risi3n

20/20 with refraction and J-l near:!20/30 without correction, 

:I
I!
i

85. Dr. Harris obtained visual acuity in the left eye of

j !
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i (45 .. .9ParanranhC I

- 49);C: (31 Par-h 

;- 30) . (22 . .Par-B&

Pat-h B: 32);- 
II

(22 iI

Ijllegation:
il

support each FactualwhichFazt :/refer to the Findings of 

parenthesP5Ihllegations  should be sustained. The citations in 
,

.I,. 71 c.oncluded  that the following I The Hearing Committee ‘I

..-.otherwj  .unanimous vote of the Hearing Committee unless noted 

1f~..;~~  

thq

'Findings of Fact listed above. All conclusions resulted 

LlW

The following conclusions were made pursuant to 

~11).

CONCLUSIONS OF 

Ex. ,Professional Medical Conduct. (558, 562-563, 583; Ex. 5; 

Imedical records of Patient A available to the Office of

IStatement of Charges in this matter, Respondent did not make any

/ 90. Prior to October 20, 1992, the date of the original

slF_',es,

test results and surgical reports. (552; Ex. 4).

?rofessional

Medical Conduct of the New York State Department of Health, which

'had been investigating Respondent's care and treatment of Patient

,'A, made a written request and demand to Respondent that he produce

'and deliver his complete medical records concerning Patient A,

including but not limited to, correspondence, photographs, 

To Produce Records

89. On or about June 1, 1992, the Office of 
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Specificatiog&;

‘I
i!

Sevexlth 

- Withdrawn by Petitioner;m 

S-cation;
il

Fifth 

fication;/I

mfication;second tI!

fvL1_.n_:.~

Specifications should not be sustained:

.

The Hearing Committee further concluded that the 

(G) ..SPeclfxatiQn.Fifteenth . 

2.;:;Smecification: (B, B.l, C, C.3, D and 

specific2+lrn:

Fourteenth 

parent!:sssj

refer to the Factual Allegations which support each 

vote).

The Hearing Committee further concluded that the following

Specifications should be sustained. The citations in 

. (2-lE 2 E. E.l and Paraqraphs 

vote);(2-l ParagEaD&~ D.2 and D. 3 

C-1 and C.2;Para(gaphs 

I- .2B Par-ah 

and A.3;vote) (2-l . A.2 Paraaranhs A. A 1.

Par-h G:

The Hearing Committee further concluded that the following

Allegations should not be sustained:

- 90).

- 74);

(89 

- 54, 58 D-4: (50 wh 

- 74);paraaraoh D:(50 
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v is the failure to exercise the
care that would be exercised by a reasonably

=ed by a reasonably prudent
physician under the circumstances;

exerci,
NeQ,LiodEIEg is the failure to exercise the care
that would be 

Heari:.i

ommittee during its deliberations:

11

The following definitions were utilized by the 
/'

l'fraudulent practice of medicine.

.:.-.Y:.<:  gross incompetence, incompetence, 
/I

negligence,I'negligence,

(

entitl=d

"*'Definitions of Professional Misconduct Under the New York

"Education Law", sets forth suggested definitions for gross

&unsel for the Department of Health. This document, 

>&n;)riiMillock, Esq., 
I
consulted a memorandum prepared by Peter J. 

I
C:mmi++eeicourse of its deliberations on these charges, the Hearing 

1

‘I

provide definitions of the various types of misconduct. During the

iconduct which constitute professional misconduct, but does not

,Law Section 6530. This statute sets forth numerous forms of

specifications

'alleging professional misconduct within the meaning of Education

I
i

Respondent has been charged with fifteen 

:

DISCUSSION

Smecificatioq.ateenth 

- Withdrawn by Petitioner;SPecificatiog Twelfth 

Smczfxatiog;.Eleventh . 

(2-l vote);Smecification  

icatioq;

Tenth 

SDecaf
.



on the testimony of Dr.,lof a mature cataract in the left eye 
I

I'zIL_z::.' it s allegation regarding the I The Department based !

!I
;/these allegations.

-eat::. The Hearing Committee rejected .,according to his records.!I
wcr-a,eye when the right eye was 

ii 
LeftI!scheduled surgery on the 

!I
-i3.4justificatl?n,withcut adequate medical /isurgery on the left eye 

I
cat3rl::i,adequate medical justification; scheduled Patient A for II

’/ 
with-r,,icI.Respondent: diagnosed a mature cataract in the left eye 

I
'!Respondent regarding Patient A. The Department alleged that
:

agains:

A

The Department raised three factual aliegations 

I Patient 
,j

bei:w.,'regarding each specification of misconduct is set forth 
I

conclusion-f2r the Committee's __A_praticI721 .oe dismissed. Theil

shculd/ and that the remaining specifications 'should be sustained,

i that two specifications (Fourteen and Fifteen)

I,Ten--see p. 24 of this Determination and Order), by a preponderance

'of the evidence,

,its deliberations, the Hearing Committee unanimously concluded

'(except for the previously-noted 2-l vote to dismiss Specification

ff:rframework above- referenced definitions as a rJsing the I

Inconmetence is an unmitigated lack of the
skill or knowledge necessary to perform an act
undertaken by the physician in the practice of
medicine.

i

Gross /

Inconoetence  is a lack of the skill or knowledge
necessary to practice the profession;

prudent physician under the circumstances, and
which failure is manifested by conduct that is
egregious or conspicuously bad;
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not the product of an optic nerveipatient’s poor vision was 

Y. 11. t:. Rodman  also examined Patient A. He testified ‘I Dr. 

.

confirm this suspicion.

tt;_-. :Z:wever, he performed no catar.3cc.
I
atrophy rather than 

_’ I. ’r ;; 7, i;suspected  that Patient A’s poor vision was caused by optic

.:.jvij,,_;,.  patient  suffered from bad ,jyet he acknowledged that the 

‘:':',siqnifi iopinion that these changes were probably not visually 

t:,_=for her age. He expressed ,of both eyes which was normal 

scL--~-?:?

,left eye does not mean that there was inadequate medical

'justification for diagnosing a mature Cataract.

Dr. Harris testified that Patient A had nuclear 

.--:-:. 1er.s :fact that the patient did not have a completely opaque 

-=z-",,surgery is appropriate. Therefore, it is obvious that the 

whichs,of the Department, defined "mature cataract", as one for 

Rodman, who testified on behalf

is

eligible for surgery. Indeed, Dr. 

ipractitioners to use the phrase to describe a cataract which 
,

Clayman testified that while he preferred

the definition cited by Dr. Harris, it is common for many

'of ophthalmology. Dr. 

pr=_:t1:e"matllre cataract" within the 

6~2

'differing usages of the term 

jUS tification for diagnosing a mature cataract.

However, the record clearly established that there 

incontrovertib1.e

'that the lens in Patient A's left eye was not completely opaque.

Therefore, the Department argues, there was no medical

It is tithe entire lens and is completely opaque.
:/

Dr. testified that a mature cataract is one which involvesHarris.
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!

"preponderance of the evidence that Respondent's decision 

:‘_. provi-.: ‘:to conclude that the Department has met its burden of 

.-imp_...  . . :’ Under the totality of the circumstances, it is 

(a, Tr., p. 1974).iipatient’s vision. 

::.-fI may nevertheless have a significant impact on 
iI
!!physician
iI

:*/!testimony that cataracts which might not appear significant 

>..‘:<11~;:  

.I:‘:

decisions. The Hearing Committee also takes note of Dr. 

ophtha:?r:  ,:demonstrates the subjective, judgmental component in 

witnesses

-?:s

'divergence of opinion between the two prosecution 

A's problems were saused by optic nerve atrophy.‘! not Patient 

‘::whti:‘.-~ 

:;

vision problems. They offered differing opinions as to 

*r. to provide a definitive diagnosis of the cause of 

,:<r,e

"was able 

Rodman acknowledged that the

patient had vision problems. They both acknowledged that the

'patient had nuclear sclerotic changes in both eyes. Neither 

20/40, corrected.

Both Dr. Harris and Dr.

stated

that the threshold for reimbursement of cataract surgery under

"Medicare is 

;"1~ icould not account for Patient A's poor vision. Moreover, 

;.i=Rodman admitted that 20/40. Ultimately, Dr. !sand as poor as 

LrJi20

,presence of one-plus nuclear sclerosis in the patient's eyes. He

further testified that the nuclear sclerotic cataracts were

consistent with corrected vision as good as visual acuity of 

,cataract surgery for Patient A. However, he acknowledged the
I

Rodman testified that he would not have recommended/iproblem. Dr. 
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i 

1:

!/
!I
;I
!!

+h?as ,Fiven the extreme differences in their testimony, as well 
I

, abilit>f.A’s reading .opposed  versions of the extent of Patient 

diametri.c311....
ii
"testified on behalf of Respondent. They presented 

!!daughter testified on behalf of the Department and her son!I

A'L:A's children. Patient Patient lpresented testimony by one of /;

y-.-r.It should be noted that the Department and Responder,; 
//
I!
,

,I
/contradicted by Dr. Harris.

nc;E,jnear vision was worse in the left eye. This finding was 

corra,-':>,!:'Respondent*s medical record indicates that the patient's 

'istumbling, which could have been due to poor near vision.
1

Imedical record documents that the patient had complained of

ct.5

/

He noted that it was especially relevant in this case because 

ii
in his opinion, near vision was more important to elderly patients.

Clayman presented a different view. He testified that

I'have operated on the eye with the worst distance vision.

Dr. 

;iA's age group who couldn't or didn't read. Therefore, he would
I
~,opinion, distance vision is more important for patients in Patient

::his or her "better" vision. He further testified that in his

~the event that there is a bad result, the patient will be left with

e.ye was worse according to

his records. Dr. Harris testified that standard ophthalmologic

'practice dictates that one operates on the "worse" eye first. In

,surgery on the left eye when the right 

:
'medical justification.

The Department further alleged that Respondent scheduled

Icschedule  Patient A for cataract surgery on the left eye was without
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tha+ $lit lamp photographs of Patient E's eyes. He testified 

e-tClayman testified regarding his review of copies iI Dr. 1 I
r normal for the patient's age.ieYes / 

i/
I

.r.; ir. ;,examination, Dr. Harris observed minimal nuclear sclerosis 
I
ifexamined by Dr. Harris on January 11, 1992. Upon slit lamp

A_.
I

The patient was LO i-x normal.lenses !iKuritzky found both 

-T.examinati,-r, 
/j

M.D. on August 15, 1990. Upon slit lamp IlKuritzky,

;diagnosis. The patient was subsequently examined by Sharon

:r.i

'myopia in the right eye. He then advised the patient of the

catara,:F_ .4, 1990. At that time, Respondent diagnosed moderate 

;grlloccasic~r., i Patient B was examined by Respondent on one 
i

PatientB

:Specification (gross incompetence with regard to Patient A).

Se.Jenth,; (gross negligence with regard to Patient A), as well as the 
:/
,,that the Committee voted not to sustain the First Specification

I/
Given the fact that the Hearinq Committee did not sustain any of

'the factual allegations regarding Patient A, it therefore follows

#As a result, the Committee did not sustain this factual allegation.

,the left eye when the right eye was worse according to his records.

jjeither part, the Hearing Committee decided to discount their

testimony.

Under the totality of the circumstances, the Hearing

Committee concluded that the Department had failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that Respondent scheduled surgery on

/I
on/,absence of any clear motivation for fabrication of testimony 
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?1 !/his diagnosis to the patient. Significantly, the Department 
ji

,;i,;-:tv ijincorrectly, it would not be inappropriate for Respondent 
1
,iRespondent  made a good faith diagnosis of cataract, albeit
II

1’:‘. assume3  sye. However, if one llshe had a cataract in her right 

.h?r9 
jJ

It is uncontested that Respondent advised Patient 
/)

:J:
i/Allegation B. 1.

??s:- 
il

Therefore, the Hearing Committee sustained ijjustification.

I the Hearing Committee concluded that Respondent did

"diagnose cataract in the right eye without adequate medical

'iresult

3.T:.-: 
:
'photographs of Patient B's eyes should not be given credence. 
I

1?rrp
I
Clayman's testimony regarding his examination of the slit 

;:.tkidc 

-‘::a.

Under the circumstances, the Hearing Committee concluded 

c-.~G jright eye, but also said that both eyes were essentially 

ftie;Clayman, who only examined photographs found a cataract in 
I
;Dr. Kuritzky found no evidence of cataract in the right eye.

found

and

Dr.

,$hat she did not have a cataract in her left eye. Dr. Harris
i/

All of the physicians who directly examined Patient B

(a, Tr., p. 2084).8;examination.

Clayman acknowledged that mere review of slit lamp

photographs is less reliable than a complete ophthalmologic

11). Dr.

p.10, (See, Ex. !patient did not have a cataract in the left eye.

., pp. 2084-2085). Significantly, even Respondent noted that the,'Tr

(See,

i/when asked whether he observed any difference in the opacity in

'each lens, he stated that they were pretty much the same.

/1 
II
jifound a very minimal cataract in Patient B's right eye. However,
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!at the hearing does not support this contention.
,/

.-.-~i: est?t,! C-1). The record ?.ileaation  ilwithin one year. (Factual 

sc~j-:~eyes which would require 
:I

tcth:'that she had cataracts in 

’Patio-:. that Respondent advised aliegedI The Department 

4
incompetence!.

‘1
Specification (gross 

:the Second Specification (gross negligence) and the Third

~:n.* -1; idefined above. Consequently, the Hearing Committee did not 

a~

:..

did not constitute either negligence or gross negligence, 

rr'f 

I

"above. The Committee further concluded that Respondent's 

ilit-fl:.-l,l

B-2 should not be

sustained. The Hearing Committee further concluded that

Respondent's improper diagnosis of cataract in the right eye

demonstrated incompetence, but not gross incompetence, as 

,
Under the totality of the circumstances, the Hearing

Committee concluded that Factual Allegation 

;a, Ex. 10). There is no evidence that Respondent was acting

other than in good faith, based upon his clinical findings.

( which consisted of only one office visit)

'contains the results of Respondent's examination, his diagnosis,

and a recommendation that the patient return for further follow-up.

,patient. The record 

cJith regard to Patient B was his office medical record for the

; of cataract in Patient B's right eye. The only information

presented by the Department concerning the actions of Respondent

I’
I
;1not charge Respondent with fraud in connection with his diagnosis
,j



.sCc:-... C-2). The Hearing jlustification. (Factual Allegation 
I’.

i.rntly!. 

l?a",

Respondent diagnosed definite glaucoma without adequate 

I The Department also alleged that on January 25, 
I
;;be sustained.

‘.: 5.r. 
/I

about cataract surgery !lconcerning  Respondent’s “advice”
j!

allegaticir:,Idiscounted  her testimony and determined that the 

Co!r.n::.'-.
Ii
:Ithat she was not a credible witness. As a result, the 

y ide’_-::-.: Committee i,the statements made by Patient C, the Hearing 

:ndiscrep,2:-:-.- 

!T,

'which would need surgery within a year. Given the 

,~r; , 1991, she told him that Respondent found a cataract in '17
I

~~:~~,rprilcataracts. When Patient C was examined by Dr. Harris on 
I

:.:A..,Y her- 

3:

working for Dr. Niswander, that Respondent did not tell 

. . : tee-?: 

I

'Respondent. Patient C told Judith Whitehead, a medical 

,21, 1990, less than two months after she left the care of

yesrs

after the event, that Respondent told her of the cataracts and that

she would need surgery within a year. However, this testimony is

contradicted by the records and testimony of Dr. Niswander and Dr.

Harris. Philip R. Niswander, M.D. examined the patient on March

tesrlmnnny

of Patient C to prove the allegation.

Patient C testified at the hearing, nearly three 

Lhin

any specific time frame. The Department relied upon the 

wl 

cataract

in both eyes. It is silent as to what Respondent may have advised

'the patient regarding the diagnosis or the need for surgery

I
The record contains a diagnosis of llrecord for Patient C.

:

ii The Department offered into evidence Respondent's medical
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Ii
_.Patis:. $for the disease and gave two pamphlets about glaucoma to 

fazt,c,rz,about the possibility of glaucoma that he discussed risk 
!/

concernsdjitreatment  of the patient, Dr. Niswander was sufficiently 
I1 11

hi3i5;ir9-1590). At one point in pp. (a, Tr., jfor glaucoma.j 
Ii

+_rea’>antphysic21 examination to consider ijsufficient findings upon I

talent that the patient presented

wr?:tp

/in his report to the Depar

/;ocular hypertension, or glaucoma suspect. Indeed, Dr. Harris 

,;.~.zIshotild be considered as suffering 
It
,ltestified that the patient
1

/j 

\
'issue. In addition, Drs. Niswander, Harris, and Aquavella

Lill3reqardinq "As a result, the Committee discounted her testimony 
z

ijstatements made by Patient C rendered her testimony not credible.

I As was noted previously, the inconsistencies in the
/

i'support the Department's position.
/
i,definite glaucoma. However, a careful review of the proof does not
!I
i'reasonably prudent and competent physician would not diagnose
I!

the patient. In addition, both physicians testified that a

' Niswander. Neither physician found evidence of optic nerve damage

'in

,/addition, the Department presented the testimony of Drs. Harris and

IiExamination" in Respondent's medical record for the patient. In

"Fundus*which was entered under ,amphasis on the phrase "def GLC" 

,,with severe optic nerve damage. The Department also placed

glailcoma,iclaimed that Respondent told her that she had definite 

jI record.

I The Department presented the testimony of Patient C, who

Iiconcluded  that this factual allegation was not supported by the
Ii

II
!I
Ii
II
jj
/!

I

I

I
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?atient C on February 2, $ot have ordered an A-scan for 
I

-1,: x "-2 ::applanation tonometry. Nevertheless, he acknowledged that 
ij

thai:;jrelatively non-invasive test, which is no more invasive 

:i.: 
11
I/cataract surgery. Dr. Aquavella testified that an A-scan 

:-.per: i/he would not perform an A-scan until he was prepared to 
ji

-*':+te.stifiD? /iimplant to use at the time of surgery. Dr. Harris Ii
_--:._zintraocuiai ijmost commonly used to determine the appropriate 

*--.‘*ultrasoar*.j 

!

Patient C. An A-scan is an 

:' 

1~

February 2, 1990, Respondent order?: 

justific3tl-:. 

21-,~j.

Patient C without medical 

I
(performed an A-scan on

also alieqed that Respondent ordered 

!allegation by a preponderance of the evidence.
!

The Department

"performed an A-scan on.

'is uncontested that on

chij

:Ito signify a finding of "defect qlaucomatous" or "glaucomatous

'field defect". Based upon the totality of the record, the Hearing

'Committee concluded that the Department had failed to prove 

Clayman testified that he believed it was meant:"Impression", Dr. 

,,entry is placed under the heading "Fundus", rather than

gls.ucoma"

is not an accepted medical term, nor is there a standardized

interpretation for the phrase "def GLC". Given the fact that the

GLC" , which is recorded in the patient’s medical record. Dr.

Harris interpreted the phrase as meaning "definite glaucoma".

However, Dr. Clay-man testified that the phrase "definite 

I this allegation rests upon the meaning of the phrase

“def 

I/
‘concerning

i It appears, then, that the crux of the Department’s case
!

I
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i;;;cr'inserted '/wound leakage was noted on June 8, 1989. Respondent 
I

Sli'qh:ijcornea. Respondent repaired the bleb on June 6, 1989.

*:.+-IAL_ 
:I

1986. The bleb eventually grew larger and spread 
I

J/January,

:'blec p.3tient developed a filtering iieye in August, 1985. The 

.-d:'G'y 
;I

Respondent performed cataract surgery on Patient 
11

alleqation.;'Committee did not sustain this 

Heari:,
Ij

For the reasons set forth below, the !August 28, 1989.
I

+-

examir.+

'Patient D in a timely manner after August 7, 1989, and pri-r 

f0110~-UP  and/or to 'IRespondent failed to schedule for 

D-2 claimed that;'during the hearing.). Factual Allegation 

Gep;irt::en"_:D's left eye. (A fourth aliegation was withdrawn by the 

Psclent.,concerning his treatment of a postoperative complication in 

"the Third and Ninth Specifications.

Patient D

The Department raised three allegations against Respondent

I

‘:
incompetence, nor did it demonstrate negligence or gross

'negligence. Consequently, the Hearing Committee did not sustain

.

HOwever, the Committee concluded

that Respondent's misconduct did not rise to the level of gross

Iincompetence, as defined above.

C-3. The Hearing Committee further

concluded that Respondent's conduct in this regard demonstrated

II
without adequate medical justification. As a result, the Committee

sustained factual allegation 

;/that Respondent did order and perform an A-scan on Patient C11
/I Based upon the foregoing, the Hearing Committee concluded
!I
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,patient was informed that he should contact Respondent if 

-..AI
visit, which might trigger heightened concern. In addition, 

-?: . : 1 135 the time of the August 7, it;the Patient's vision noted 

-: deterior3.: 'crn-_ention. There was no ICommittee rejected this 

I
tiel: . . . .idelay in scheduling the next follow-up appointment. The 

:al!G:.-, sale concern here was the iPatient  D’s condition. It’s

_.imedication ordered by Respundent in response to the change 

,mechanical irritation.

The Department did not quarrel with the changes in

I
I

di,;'::.l::_=

and a slight reaction on the surface of the cornea due to

Respon'?.=-.

stated that the patient exhibited a non-purulent mucous 

'is a complication which required closer follow-up.

e'I'epost-operi;i;., 

20/70, without correction. Respondent's diagnosis was

keratoconjunctivitis of unknown cause. Respondent changed the

patient's medications and removed the bandage lens. The patient

'was instructed to return in three to four weeks.

Dr. Harris testified that keratitis in a 

un

August 7, 1989. The patient presented with a discharge from the

eye which Respondent described as non-purulent. The eye was

tearing and the lids were stuck together. The visual acuity in the

left eye was 

20/60.

On August 3, 1989, Patient D complained of a foreign body

sensation in the left eye. Respondent examined the patient 

,'Respondent recorded visual acuity in the left eye as 

ij

additional sutures and applied a bandage lens. On June 13, 1989,



'3p?+:..-' 'Jevidence of retinal detachment. Respondent diagnosed the 
’

3t1*nytl .

:~a

"day. At that time, Respondent performed a B-scan, which 

* C:: iipatient's condition and asked the patient to return later 

.: aij. testified that he was very concerned ! Respondent 1 
/!
II
,conjunctival injection, and the wound was intact.!/

toii::.,liindicates that there was no tenderness of the globe on 

.-Patier.+ 

IL

was displaced. The medical record for 

intr,._.. 

1~:‘

visualize, due to vitritis, and that the 

fundus 

:-:

correction. Respondent noted that the 

“'i.- lefi 

!I

Respondent recorded visual acuity in the 

jilens implant

jldifficult to

'20/200, with

)I
his vision.

-?!::grl- that something seemed to be Ireported lots of floaters, and 

2:.!- 

4

'office visits. The patient complained of blurry vision. 

?d- 

/ The record demonstrates that Patient D's condition

'deteriorated markedly between the August 7 and August 28, 

iD.4).

a

vitreous/retinal specialist or to obtain a vitreous culture and

administer appropriate antibiotic therapy. (Factual Allegation

tl;, 
1
about August 28, 1989, Respondent failed to refer Patient D 

D-3). The Department also alleged that on or

ti,T,eLy

manner after August 28, 1989 and prior to September 6, 1989.

(Factual Allegation 

';Auqust 7, 1989 and prior to August 28, 1989. Consequently, the

Committee did not sustain Factual Allegation D.2.

The Department also charged Respondent with failiny to

schedule for follow-up and/or to examine Patient D in a 

!I11
err by failing to examine the patient after'iRespondent did not
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b shou!ti (at that time, or performed a vitreous tap himself. He 
'!

spe:i~l.;:tc3 a vitreous/retinal patlent ':have either referred the 

shou!d:ion August 28, 1989. According to Dr. Harris, Respondent 

evaltia:I.:-.I;perform a B-scan. However, the patient needed further 
I’
1

-:,offi:? the patient back to the brollght/[situation, insofar as he 
,i

LrsT-abciut II It was apparent that Respondent was concerned 

iiplace.

takii!g'to physically displace the intraocular lens implant, was 

er.r'!:gn;(on August 28. An overwhelming vitreous reaction, extensive :I

cGrrel:tl,>r,,20/200, with i989, to ,cJithout correction, on August 7,il

Ll7/'0,from iPatient D's eye. His vision had severely deteriorated, 

ii:occurriny ,apparent that a very aggressive diseases process was 

keenh3':=, 

iidiagnosed the vitritis as "sterile", there was no way to know that

without obtaining a vitreous culture. Further, it should 

!I
However, Dr. Harris noted that although Respondent

ii
'infection.

iconservative treatment. He felt that the loss of vision in Patient

D's left eye was due to the IOL displacement, and not due to

,infectious vitritis in the right eye which cleared with

of non-

.vitritis cleared.

Respondent testified that Patient D had a history 

lens if the

b-i-d.. The patient was instructed to return in three to

four weeks, and Respondent planned to re-position the 

;;vitritis of unknown cause. He prescribed Tobradex q.i.d. and Prede

Forte 

'lcondition as intraocular lens implant displacement, and sterile
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shtiuL.1 August 28, 1989, Respondent icommittee concluded that on 
I

-.‘:itestimony by an ophthalmologist other than himself. The Hear: 

present__=': . .'!case, unlike the other patients at issue, Respondent 
1
I

-'k: icredence. The Committee also took note of the fact that in 
/I

gi.;-r,;/Harris, as corroborated in part by Dr. Brass, should be 

-‘r.-f ee determined that the testimony; Committ__I/ The Hearing j’
’
likely due to bacterial infection.

/ 

r-2- -. ,iinflammation associated with pain and/or marked visual loss 

*1._;.*:,,'case of endophthalmitis on the basis of clinical findings 

‘1,-t 

tescifie,i

that although it is difficult to be certain of the etiology 

,-f

bacterial endophthalmitis is entertained. Dr. Brass also 

treat7or.t

promptly. Cultures must be obtained whenever a diagnosis 

<effort be made to make a definitive diagnosis and start 
/

lisevere consequences of bacterial endophthalmitis require that every

,should have raised a suspicion of infection. He stated that the

Biras;s

acknowledged that the presence of vitritis and decreased vision

,present in Patient D's eye on August 28, 1989. However, Dr. 

infecricn

Brass

testified that, in his opinion, there was no bacterial 

tsy

Corstiaan Brass, M.D. Dr. Brass is an infectious disease

specialist who testified on behalf of by Respondent. Dr. 

Jnrte, are topical medications, not used to treat vitritis.

Dr. Harris' testimony was corroborated, in part, 

i;The medications which Respondent prescribed, Tobradex and Frede
‘!
also started the patient on parenteral and intraocular antibiotics.
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s'~s'?.:ijthe foregoing, the Hearing Committee unanimously voted to 

t
Ii

.Bd3r-J . . vitreuds/retinal specialist.lireferred the patient to a
1

obtained  a vitreous culture and/or!should have at that time i'

:.-:::, Resjt' critical nature that 

+h;i

August 28 was of such a

:._i

rather, it is whether or not the condition of 

Forgash was correct in vr not Dr.

T?.=

is not whether 

Forgash to testify as to his findings. 

ilpatient on

called Dr.

/! I
idiagnosis;

;!
I.ilssue here
I

\
'Department

. It was noted that neither Respondent nor the

Forgash on September 8 and his findings on

jexamination

vTr -I.--

patient to Dr.

11989. The Hearing Committee considered the stat referral 
:! I

;,Sept?r;irqr ,operative infection. Instead, Respondent waited until 

post-fUle Gut the possibility of a 

,

Respondent act swiftly to 

6/8/89), it was imperative thatjplacement of additional sutures on 

6/6/89 and the'iinvasive procedures (repair of a filtering bleb on 
I

,
fact that the patient's symptoms had developed following two

Culture. Given the

:limplant. There was no way for Respondent to rule out the presence

of an infection without obtaining a vitreous 

,reaction severe enough to cause the displacement of the lensI

!on August 7, 1989. Respondent found evidence of a vitreous

I'patient's vision had dramatically deteriorated from the prior visit

,
The

Iivitreous culture and administered appropriate antibiotic therapy.

The situation presented on August 28 was urgent.

I
3'?bta.ined ~ referred Patient D to a vitreous/retinal specialist or I1
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I
gross negligence, and did not sustain the Fourth 

:'negligen.~ Ithat Respondent's conduct did not constitute either 
/

!L:; ccln,:. the Tenth Specification. The Hearing Committee further 

:.su.:- iiskill or knowledge. Consequently, the Committee did not 

:f;,not believe that Respondent demonstrated an unmitigated lack 

i:_ Commi'....' 

-

appropriately. As a result, the Hearing 

know?;>?:-2 

.-_

the problem, but did not have sufficient 

situatit:,::.

/

B-scan in an attempt to diagnose the 

: I/ 
1:deal with it
II

-r?:'->

to perform a

was aware of

L:!

back to the 

,gross incompetence, as defined above.

Respondent was clearly concerned about

Patient D's condition. He brought the patient

the change 

Cle-iyl 

I
constituted incompetence. By a vote of 2-1, the Committee

determined that Respondent's conduct did not rise to the 

Ij 
D-4'iconcluded that Respondent's conduct with regard to Allegation 

llsustain Factual Allegation D.3. The majority of the Committee

believed that the fact that Respondent did not schedule the patient

for follow-up prior to September 6, 1989 was essentially

'irrelevant, given the conclusion that Respondent should have acted

more decisively on August 28.

The Hearing Committee further concluded that Respondent's

"failure to either refer the patient to vitreous/retinal specialist

'or to obtain the culture and start the patient on appropriate

'antibiotics demonstrated a lack of the basic skill and knowledge

necessary to practice the profession. Consequently, the Committee

- 1, the Hearing Committee voted not to
II

By a vote of 2
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::- i;r- ' advised Patient E that the cataracts did not seem to be 

..-I’ ..a noted 

:

that they were not visually significant. Respondent 

: _* 

-3

to the visual significance of these opacities. Dr. Harris 

disagrry..,-.:. 

:.

“anterior whitish opacities”. There is an apparent 

:--:’ .., ’ Patient E’s right eye, he found mild nuclear sclerosis and 

::.-- exa:,. ‘&en Dr. Harris 

ernbd,ls:

crystalline opacities in both lenses.

*

enjoy television or living.

Respondent's records document the presence of 

ab!= 

‘-

indicating that the patient complained about not being 

I 

lifl:-ncl

headaches requiring 100 Excedrin per week. There is also 

7k.c

medical record indicates that the patient complained of 

- left eye, with correction). 20/50 - right eye, (20/60 

---‘:.;is.r '7 

he,xdLL~hcs

of cars. In addition, she exhibited diminished vision in 

"ha1G.s" surrounding the 

He3ring

Committee voted not to sustain these allegations.

At the outset, it was apparent that the patient presented

at the Park Eye Center with substantial visual complaints. She

complained of problems because of blurry vision, as well as

problems driving at night due to 

E.l), and that he performed

cataract surgery on her right eye without medical indication

(Factual Allegation E.2). A third Factual Allegation was withdraw-n

by the Department. For the reasons set forth below, the 

The Department has alleged that Respondent recommended

surgery on Patient E's left eye without adequate medical

justification (Factual Allegation 
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,di~

her testimony, or the discrepancies in visual acuity obtained 

weigtlc Committee did not place great 

,I Hearing Committee concluded that Patient E was not a reliable

reporter. Therefore, the

the

m3y

also be indicative of psychiatric problems. As a result, 

tabiets per week. Such a complaint 

requiI.l:;j

the use of 100 Excedrin 

~jf lifelong headaches, 

.&,;A-.

In addition, she gave a history 

7; 

,f

psychiatric treatment for depression, dating back at least 

hist':'::; 

acuities

obtained. The record established that Patient E has a 

patio.:‘_<

reporting abilities can affect the validity of the 

{See,  Tr., 2. 2560). Therefore, the reliability of the 

pa)_ier,r.

acaitj;,

the practitioner is bound by the answers given by the 

DJZ. Harris acknowledged that when taking a visual 

20/50,  on multiple occasions.

contrast, Respondent obtained visual

acuity in the left eye of 

20/20, with correction. In 

20/20 with correction. Dr. Harris examined the

patient in December, 1991 and also obtained a visual acuity of

Pfohl and Dr. Harris. George W. Pfohl, M.D.

examined the patient in April, 1989 and obtained visual acuity in

the left eye of 

‘_.?,q

findings of Dr. 

surgery in either eye. It relied, in part, upon 

cclnsistent

with the patient’s visual symptoms.

The Department argued that Patient E did not require

cataract 

cJhich he described as “multi-refractile opacities” were 

Clayman testified that the opacities,the patient’s vision. Dr. 
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.-:-7.:.

the Fourteenth Specification (Incompetence on More Than 

tf> 

jr.

one occasion. As a result, the Hearing Committee voted 

*:. ;!:_.-=  on 

:

axiomatic that these findings demonstrate incompetence 

i: 

-;:1.;

conduct did not rise to the level of gross incompetence,

thaL 

*:.I:

Respondent's conduct demonstrated incompetence with respect --

Patients B, C and D. Although the Committee determined 

concl!ldr=sd 

Occasioq

As noted previously, the Hearing Committee 

Incoametence On More Than One 

t'r:e

Fifth Specification (Gross Negligence) or the Eleventh

Specification (Gross Incompetence).

suztairi E-2 (2-l). As a result, the Hearing Committee did not 

E-1 (3-O) and

(a, Tr., pp. 2591-2592,

2613, 2658). It must be remembered that the Department has the

burden of proof in this matter. Under the totality of the

circumstances, the Hearing Committee concluded that the Department

failed to meet its burden with respect to Patient E. The Hearing

Committee voted not to sustain Factual Allegations 

":lnusual" patient and that her case was "very subtle, complicated

and with no straightforward areas."

was

not significantly diminished and her cataracts did not appear to be

impairing her vision. Even Dr. Harris acknowledged that she was an

Patient E presented a very difficult case. She complained

of substantial vision problems, even though her visual acuity 
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,f advice 

r,?

appropriate to sanction Respondent for following the 

+QP concluded that it would not Commiti--

12.w.

However, the Hearing 

Otis responsibilities under the Gtit 

A.1y- This does not excuse

Respondent from carrying 

- -?lln.=el.

tacti,:

decision made by his former 

least in part, a ,at 

the

records in a timely manner was, 

uprn

Respondent due to this violation.

It appears that Respondent's failure to turn over 

_7L;_

determined that no additional sanction should be imposed 

Commitce-J 

_~,;:--2_r.

the Fifteenth Specification. However, the Hearing 

wit!-.

the statute. Accordingly, the Hearing Committee voted to 

6530(28) defines professional misconduct as "failing to respond

within 30 days to a written communication from the department of

health and to make available any relevant records with respect to

an inquiry or complaint about the licensee's professional

misconduct." It is obvious that Respondent failed to comply 

request from

the Department. Physicians licensed to practice in New York State

have a responsibility to cooperate with OPMC and to provide

relevant records when requested. New York Education Law Section

foliowing a -written tiinely manner 

fiiled to provide his records to the Office of Professional Medical

Conduct (OPMC) in a 

Produce Records

The record clearly established the fact that Respondent

Failure To 
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:

.-.

.-.: 

:. 

.,. 

+fy l

‘-.:.

The results of the Phase I evaluation shall be forwarded 

Progri.-

of the Department of Family Medicine, SUNY Health Science 

?i;i..-

Evaluation of the Physician's Prescribed Educational 

?.-

probation, Respondent shall be required to complete the 

cc::: qf rehabilitation. As a capable 

t1.r.

medical skills and is 

Resr;,sndent possesses reasonable, 

:..:

interpret the clinical findings which he observed. However,

Committee believes that

asse3;a his ability to properly 

Responc:?:.

deficiencies in 

:

whose care is at issue in this case.

~'I;.~.L occasion, with respect to 

.

demonstrated

on more than one 

:

incompetence

the patients

:-. demons:: 

II‘:’

penalties.

The Hearing Committee found that Respondent 

* TV:':.. 

and/ji-

probation, censure and reprimand, and the imposition of 

avail3icle

pursuant to statute, including revocation, suspension 

reached

upon due consideration of the full spectrum of penalties 

arc3

contained in Appendix II, which is attached to this Determination

and Order and incorporated herein. This determination was 

re-

training, as set forth below. The complete terms of probation 

appropriate llpon probation, with 

be

stayed, and Respondent placed 

skial 

tk'3t

Respondent's license to practice medicine in New York State should

be suspended for a period of three years. This suspension 

.and

Conclusions of Law set forth above, unanimously determined 

to the Findings of Fact 

DETERMINATION AS TO PENALTY

The Hearing Committee, pursuant
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.,.i:.:.thro-> STAY= and Respondent placed on probation for 

;.

shall be 

SUS~~;.~. 

':.-A

effective date of this Determination and Order. The 

yEARs from (3) a period of THREE 

iicerlse to practice medicine

is hereby SUSPENDED for 

NOTSUSTAINED;

3. Respondent's 

Tweli:.,

(withdrawn), and Thirteenth Specifications of professionai

misconduct contained in the Second Amended Statement

;dinth, Tenth, Eleventh, 

L. The First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth3

(withdrawn), Seventh, Eighth, 

;

*‘.

SUSTAINED

: 

3tJ'.r;..-:.'_

of Charges, dated May 20, 1993 <Petitioner's Exhibit 41-B

miscclnduct contained in the Second Amended 

ORD- THAT:

1. The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Specifications of

professional 

2

result of the Phase I evaluation, OPMC determines that Respondent

is not a candidate for retraining, or if he is considered a

suitable candidate but no satisfactory retraining program is

available, as a condition for the stay of suspension Respondent

shall comply with the monitoring and all other terms of probation

as specified in Sections ONE through TWELVE of Appendix II.

Based upon the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY 

3s Tf 

evaluati;r:

indicate that Respondent is a candidate for re-education. 

OPMC. OPMC will then refer Respondent to the designated facility

for Phase II retraining, if the results of the Phase I 



of the Phase I evaluation shall be forwarded

to the OPMC;

7. The OPMC shall refer Respondent to the designated

facility for Phase II retraining, if the results of the Phase I

evaluation indicate that Respondent is a candidate for such

retraining, and he shall satisfactorily complete same;

49

". The results 

(CPMC);

5. Respondent shall complete the Phase I evaluation of the

Physician's Prescribed Educational Program (PPEP) of the Department

of Family Medicine, SUNY Health Science Center;

The complete terms of probation are attached to this Determination

and Order in Appendix II and are incorporated herein;

4. Respondent's probation shall be supervised by the Office

of Professional Misconduct 
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Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12237

Joseph V. Sedita, Esq.
Phillips, Lytle, 

I
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TO: John H. Park, M.D.
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Buffalo, New York 14221
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New York State Department of Health
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/
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//

,;
DATED: Albany, New York

,iTWELVE of Appendix II.

throiigh

all

other terms of probation as specified in Sections ONE 

of

'suspension Respondent shall comply with the monitoring and 

Letraining program is available, as a condition for the stay 

c;jr if

he is considered a suitable candidate but no satisfactory

.,determines that Respondent is not a candidate for retraininq, 
iI

of the Phase I evaluation, the OPMC/ 8. If, as a result,

11
/
I
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CEARGES

JOHN H. PARK, M.D., the Respondent, was authorized to

practice medicine in New York State on December 29, 1971 by the

issuance of license number 110946 by the New York State

Education Department. The Respondent is currently registered

with the New York State Education Department to practice

medicine for the period January 1, 1991 through December 31,

1992 from 170 Maple Road, Buffalo, New York 14221.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

A. Respondent treated Patient A from on or about March 19,

1992, to on or about April 7, 1992. Respondent’s care and

treatment of Patient A failed to meet acceptable standards of

medical care, in that:

1. Respondent diagnosed a mature cataract in the left eye
without adequate medical justification.

2. Respondent scheduled Patient A for cataract surgery
on the left eye without adequate medical indication.

:

SECOND

AMENDED

STATEMENT

OF

:
M.D.

:

:

.
OF

JOHN H. PARE,

TKE MATTER

~~~~~~~~~~~~~111~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ X

IN 

PRO&SSIONAL MEDICAL CONDUCT

.

STATE OF NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
STATE BOARD FOR 

.
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Augurt 7,
1989.1989, and prior to August 28,

Page 

tg
manner after -_

that:

for follow-up and/or 

acceptable standards of medical

2. Respondent failed to
examine Patient D in

September 25, 1989.

of Patient D failed to meet

care, in

schedule
a timely

-D. Respondent treated Patient D from on or about

January 3, 1985, to on or about

Respondent's care and treatment

justification.

3. Respondent scheduled surgery on the left eye when the
right eye was worse according to his records.

B. Respondent treated Patient B on or about April 4, 1990.

Respondent's care and treatment of Patient B failed to meet

acceptable standards of medical care, in that:

1. Respondent diagnosed cataract in the right eye without
adequate medical justification.

2. Respondent advised Patient B that she had a cataract
in her right eye without adequate medical
justification.

C. Respondent treated Patient C from on or about January

25, 1990, to on or about March 19, 1990. Respondent's care and

treatment of Patient C failed to meet acceptable standards of

medical care, in that:

1. Respondent advised Patient C that she had cataracts
in both eyes which would require surgery within one
year.

2. On or about January 25, 1990, Respondent diagnosed
definite glaucoma without adequate medical
justification.

3. Respondent ordered and performed an A scan without
adequate medical 



he produce and deliver his complete medical records, including

but not limited to correspondence, photographs, slides, test

results and surgical reports, on Patient A. By October 20,

1992, the date of the original Statement of Charges, Respondent

had not made any of these records available to the Office of

Page 3

Heal-

which has been investigating Respondent‘s care and treatment of

Patient A, made a written request and demand to Respondent that

November 12, 1986, to on or about March 16, 1987. Respondent's

care and treatment of Patient E failed to meet acceptable

standards of medical care, in that:

1. Respondent recommended surgery on the left eye without
adequate medical justification.

2. On or about January 6, 1987, Respondent performed
cataract surgery on the right eye without adequate
medical indication.

G. On or about June 1, 1992, the Office of Professional

Medical Conduct of the New York State Department of 

3.

4.

Respondent failed to schedule for follow-up and/or to
examine Patient D in a timely manner after August 28,
1989, and prior to September 6, 1989.

On or about August 28, 1989, Respondent failed to
refer Patient D to a vitreous/retinal specialist or to
obtain a vitreous culture and administer appropriate
antibiotic therapy.

E. Respondent treated Patient E from on or about



D.4

Page 4

D.3., and/or 

(McKinney Supp. 1992) in

that, Petitioner charges:

7. The facts in paragraphs A and A.l, A.2, and/or A.3.

8. The facts in paragraphs B and B.l, and/or B.2.

9. The facts in paragraphs C and C.1, C.2, and/or C.3.

10. The facts in paragraphs D and D.2, 

$6530(6)  

z

Respondent is charged with grosa'incompetence in violation

of New York Education Law 

INCOMPETENCE

C.'

GROSS 

E.2., and/or 

D.3., and/or D.4.

5. The facts in paragraphs E and E.l, 

B.1, and/or 8.2.

3. The facts in paragraphs C and C.l, C.2, and/or C.3.

4. The facts in paragraphs D and D.2, 

(McKinney Supp. 1992) in

that, Petitioner charges:

1. The facts in paragraphs A and A.l, A.2, and/or A.3.

2. The facts in paragraphs B and 

56530(4) 

SPFXIFICATIONS

GROSS NEGLIGENCE

Respondent is charged with gross negligence in violation

of New York Education Law 

Sm THROUGB 

SPECIFICATIOM

FIRST 

Professional  Medical Conduct of the New York State Department

of Health.
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D-3, D.4.;
and/or E and E.l,

Page 

C-2, C.3; D and D.2, C-1, 
uld

B.l, B.2; C and 
A-3; B A.I., A.2, 

more

of the following:

14. The facts in paragraphs A and 

(McKinney Supp. 1992) In that, Petitioner charges two or 

96530(S)
=

occasion in violation of New York Education Law 

OCm

Respondent is charged with incompetence on more than one

m ONE MORE INCOMPEaCE ON 

SPECIFIWIOU

43s

FOURTEENTH 

Gbyl% (rtk M.-E-2, 
~.4.;

and/or E and E.l, 
D-3,  C-2, C.3; D and D.2, B-2; C and C-1, 

and
B.l, 

R ~.3; A-2, A.l., 

(McKinney Supp. 1992) in that, Petitioner charges two or more

of the following:

13. The facts in paragraphs A and 

§6530(3)

OCCASION

Respondent is charged with negligence on more than one

occasion in violation of New York Education Law Section 

ONE TH?iN mGI;IGmCE ON MORE 

SPECIFICATIOEl

E;lla.E-1, E.2, and/or 
e

11. The facts in paragraphs E and 
“’ 
*+LP



VANBUREN
Deputy Counsel
Bureau of Professional Medical

Conduct

Page 6

.
PETERD. 
&taMLu&u&-

*afl93I

Albany, New York
iI
11 DATED:

(McRinney  Supp. 1992) in that, Petitioner charges:

15. The facts in paragraph G.

I

96530(28)  

RJ=oRJ’s

Respondent is charged with failing to make available

relevant records with respect to an inquiry or complaint about

his professional conduct in violation of New York Education Law

II FAILURE TO PRODUCE 

SPEC*F*CAT*O~FIFTEEN=  
/I
11
II



pEND1x II



shaii complete the Phase I
the Physician's Prescribed

Educational Program (PFEP) of the Department
of Family Medicine, SUNY Health Science
Center.

PrsfessiGnal Medical-
or,?bation shall be supervised

by the Office
Conduct.

6. Dr. Park
evaluation of

of. 

pr.actice outside New York.

5. Dr. Park's 

of residency or practice
outside New York shall toll the probationary
period, which shall be extended by the length
of residency or 

notify the Director of the
Office of Professional Medical Conduct in
writing at the address indicated above, by
registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, of the dates of his departure and
return. Periods 

._. Dr. Park shall comply with all federal,
state and local laws, ruies and regulations
governing the practice of medicine in New
York State.

3. Dr. Park shall submit prompt written
notification to the Board addressed to the
Director, Office of Professional Medical
Conduct, Empire State Plaza, Corning Tower
Building, Room 438, Albany, New York 12237,
regarding any change in employment, practice,
residence or telephone number, within or
without New York State.

4. In the event that Dr. Park leaves New
York to reside or practice outside the State,
Dr. Park shall

APPENDIX II
TERMS OF PROBATION

1. Dr. Park shall conduct himself in all
ways in a manner befitting his professional
status, and shall conform fully to the moral
and professional standards of conduct imposed
by law and by his profession.

3



randclmly selected medical
records and evaluate whether Dr. Park’s
medical care comports with generally accepted
standards of medical practice. Dr. Park
shall not practice medicine in New York State
until an acceptable monitoring physician is
approved by the Office of Professional
Medical Conduct.

11. Dr. Park shall submit quarterly
declarations, under penalty of perjury,
stating whether or not there has been
compliance with all terms of probation and,
if not, the specifics of such non-compliance.
These shall be sent to the Director of the

2

10. For the first year of probation, Dr.
Park shall have bi-monthly, and for the
remaining two years, quarterly meetings with
a monitoring physician who shall review his
practice. The monitoring physician shall be
a board-certified ophthalmologist who has
been in practice as such for at least five
years, selected by Dr. Park and subject to
the approval of the Office of Professional
Medical Conduct. This monitoring physician
shall review 

8.The Office of Professional Medical
Conduct shall refer Dr. Park to the
designated facility for Phase II retraining,
if the results of the Phase I evaluation
indicate that Respondent is a candidate for
such retraining, and he shall satisfactorily
complete same.

9. Dr. Park shall have quarterly meetings
with an employee or designee of the Office of
Professional Medical Conduct during the
period of probation. During these quarterly
meetings Dr. Park's professional performance
may be reviewed by having a random selection
of office records, patient records and
hospital charts reviewed.

7. The results of the Phase I evaluation
shall be forwarded to the Office of
Professional Medical Conduct.



ether  terms of probation
as specified in Sections ONE through TWELVE,
as set forth above.

condition for the stay of
suspension Respondent shall comply with the
monitoring and all

230(19) or any
other applicable laws.

14. If, as a result of the Phase I
evaluation by the PPEF, the Office of
Professional Medical Conduct determines that
Respondent is not a candidate for retraining,
or if he is considered a suitable candidate
but no satisfactory retraining program is
available, as a 

Gther proceedings as may be warranted, may be
initiated against Dr. Park pursuant to New
York Public Health Law Section 

/’

Office of Professional Medical Conduct at the
address indicated above.

12. Dr. Park shall submit written proof to
the Director of the Office of Professional
Medical Conduct at the address indicated
above that he has paid all registration fees
due and is currently registered to practice
medicine with the New York State Education
Department. If Dr. Park elects not to
practice medicine in New York State, then he
shall submit written proof that he has
notified the New York State Education
Department of that fact.

13. If there is full compliance with every
term set forth herein, Dr. Park may practice
as a physician in New York State in
accordance with the terms of probation;
provided, however, that upon receipt of
evidence of non-compliance or any other
violation of the terms of probation, a
violation of probation proceeding and/or such

I/
I’


